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Final school
board meeting
highlight for
three in city

News In Brief
'Godfather of Soul' sentenced to
jail despite plea before judge
AIKEN, S.C. ( AP ) — Despite a plea by soul singer James Brown
that he'd do anything to avoid prison an; continue performing, a
judge sentenced him to six years for failing to stop for police and trying to run over two officers in a two-state car chase.
Circuit Judge Hubert Long sentenced Brown on Thursday after an
Aiken County jury convicted the 55-year-old "Godfather of Soul" of
one count of failing to stop for police and two counts of aggravated
assault in the Sept. 24 chase.
The jury acquitted Brown of two counts of assault with intent to kill.
Long sentenced Brown to six years for failing to stop, and gave him
a choice on the assault convictions: pay a $6,000 fine and spend five
years on probation or do six months in prison. Brown won't have to
decide until after he serves the six-year term, said the prosecutor,
Solicitor Robert Harte.
Brown, who could have drawn a 20-year term, will be eligible for
parole after serving 1142 years. He could win earlier eligibility for
good behavior or prison work, Harte said.
"He's going to serve some time," Harte said. "I can't say how
much, but it's going to be a substantial amount."
"Mr. Brown is resigned to the fate the jury has handed him.
There's no point in arguing any further,' defense lawyer Bill Weeks
said.
Brown's attorneys, however, were expected to return to court today to file appeal motions.
The jury deliberated for more than three hours before convicting
the Grammy Award-winner, who lives in Beech Island about five
miles southeast of Augusta, Ga.
Afterward, Brown, holding a small Bible, told Long about his delinquency as a juvenile and the difficulties he faced early in life.
"The only thing that held me together was when I looked at the
(U.S.) flag, and that represented a chance," he said.
"I respect police, without them we have nothing. Any law is better
than no law. America) ... that's the only thing I've got to believe in —
the greatest flag in the world.
"James Brown the man wants to do right. I've wanted to do right
all my life," Brown said, "I'll do anything I can not to go to prison, so
I can continue my work."
Long said after sentencing that he was not being hard on Brown
because of his celebrity status.
"For those who disregard the law, punishment is a certainty," the
judge said. "For those who say 'Give him another chance,' this is not
the first time. I've got to consider the whole history."
Harte noted that Brown was convicted last February of assault and

By DAN LOI'D1'
Staff Writer
The final meeting for three
board members highlighted the
December meeting of the Murray
Board of Education Thurday night
at the Murray Middle School,
Retiring Superintendent Robert
G. Jeffery and retiring board
member Richard Crouch, along
with John Weatherly who was absent, were recognized by
Chairperson Doris Cella for their
years of service to the board.
In the search for a new
superintendent, Cella said there
had been 42 applicants to date. Of
that number half, 21, were from
Kentucky. The other 21 were from
12 different states, among them
Arkansas, Ohio and Tennessee.
Cella said the applicants would be
cut to a few finalists and the
finalists would be brought to Mur(Oont'd on page 3)

Retiring Murray School Board member Richard Crouch accepted a plaque from Chairperson Doris Cella
honoring his years on the board. Also honored but not present, was retiring board member John Weatherly. A
reception honoring retiring Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffery will be held Sunday afternoon at the Murray
start photo by Dan Loud%
High School from 2-4 p.m.

Poverty increases in rural Kentucky, study says
LOUISVILLE Ky. (AP) _ The
number of poor people rose
substantially in rural Kentucky
between 1979 and 1986, with many
counties reporting more than 30
percent of residents living below
the poverty level, a new study
indicates.
The news was worse for eastern
Kentucky, where nine counties
had poverty rates of more than 40
percent, led by Owsley County,
where 52.9 percent of the population is poor, the study by the
University of Louisville's Urban
Studies Center found.

(atat'd oa page 3)

Elsewhere
Sy Th ASSOCIATED PRESS
TUNIS, Tunisia — The United States' ambassador to Tunisia will
meet today with PLO representatives in the first official contact between the two parties in new talks on peace in the Middle East.

Statewide, the number of people
who meet the federal government's definition of being poor —
an income of $11,600 for a family of
four — rose from 641.300 in 1979 to
678,000 in 1986.
That means the poverty rate
rose from 17,6 percent of the
population in 1979 to 18.2 percent in
1986, the latest year for which data
ailable.
The entucky rates compare to
nations.poverty levels of 11.7 percent in 1979 and 13.6 percent in
1986, according to the U.S. Bureau
of the Census.

Among the state's urban areas,
Jefferson County's poverty rate
declined from 12.2 percent to 11.1
percent between 1979 and 1986. In
Fayette County, the rate fell from
13.5 percent to 9.4 percent.
The U of L study, released this
week, used a new computermodeling technique that allowed
researchers for the first time to
make annual poverty estimates
for each of Kentucky's 120
counties.
Reliable estimates of poverty
statistics on a year-by-year,
county-by-county basis have never

Wilkinson says session to confirm
lottery board could be anytime

JERUSALEM — Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir's aides say the
dialogue the United States launched with the PLO is bound to collapse
but left-wing Israelis called on their government to accept the new
Middle East reality created by such a dialogue.
MOSCOW — Crews prepared to evacuate and bulldoze the
devastated town of Spitak, which lost 15,000 of its 25,000 residents to
the Armenian earthquake. Meanwhile, winter weather has set in,
making life even more difficult for those who survived.
SAN FRANCISCO — Hurricane-force winds pounded Northern
California, claiming the life of a 3-year-old boy and cutting power to
hundreds of thousands of residents, while snow and sleet blanketed
hills in Southern California that were dry and ablaze a week ago.

—
FRANKFORT, My. ( AP
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said there
is no one currently at the top of a
list to head Kentucky's lottery, but
he does have some general
characteristics in mind.
"I think that person ought to be
the best person that's available to
us that can operate a successful
lottery with the highest degree of
integrity," Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson signed the lottery bill

NEW ORLEANS — The city's police chief discovered he was an acquaintance of a distraught postal worker who shot three people, then
talked the gunman into surrendering a hostage to end a 13-hour siege
at the downtown post office.

on Thursday and said he will call
another special legislative session
to confirm members of the lottery
corporation board as soon as he
picks nominees. He said the
special session could take place
before January.
"I'm going to appoint the
members at the earliest possible
moment," Wilkinson said.
Resumes of the nominees will be
forwarded to the state Senate

prior to the begirming of a session
so members can review them,
Wilkinson said.
An opinion from the attorney
general's office said the board
members could be confirmed during the organizational session set
to begin Jan. 3 if Wilkinson calls a
special session in conjunction with
it.
(Cont'd on page

VEVARit„V.J. — The FBI must explain why it has kept a
classified file for six years on a high school senior who was investigated after writing to the Soviet embassy for an encyclopedia
project, a judge says.
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday are urged to call 753-1916
between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.
Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m Saturday.
Office Hours — Sam. - 5 p,m.
Monday through Friday, 8
a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday.

FORECAST

Tonight: Partly cloudy and
cold. Low 20 to 25. West wind 5
to 10 mph.
Saturday: Partly sunny and
cold.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Sunday through Tuesday calls
for partly cloudy conditions
each day.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

State Rep. Gregory D. Stuftibo, D Prestonburg, center, prime sponsor of legislation creating a statewide lottery, explains in detail to fellow House members the important provisions of the hill during the legislature's
recent convering. lawmakers passed the lottery bill oven;helmingly and Gov. Wallace Wilkinson officially
signed the bill Thursday. Stumbo, who is the House Majority Floor Leader, is hopeful lottey tickets can he
availabe to the public by early summer.

3156.5
365.5

4

•

been available before, said
Michael Price, a co-author of the
study, who is director of population research at Urban Studies
The Census Bureau compiles
such data every 10 years, but
poverty rates tend to move up and
down with changes in loca.
economies. The lack of up-to date
information can handicap public
officials seeking federal grants
that are tied to poverty rates
Price said. The data are also needed by social-service planners
(Cont'd on page 3)

Voc Center
committee
endorses
changes
The Steering Committee "cif
the Murray-Calloway Vocational Center has strongly endorsed several program
changes for the 1989-90 school
year.
Students in the Trades and
Industry curriculum will learn
fundamentals from a team of
teachers through a core curriculum that will give students
a wider range of entry level job
skills. Second year students can
specialize in areas offered at
the center or to further cieveiop
a variety of skills through
cross-training.
Qualifying seniors will be
given the option of early admission to West Kentucky State
Vocational Technical School in
Paducah, which has approximately 30 program choices.
West Kentucky principal Bill
Huston stated that "this will be
a first for Kentucky and will
serve as a model for others
throughout the state."
"We look with enthusiasm to
this leadership for new direction and are excited over the
long term effects this will bring
to our Vocational Center," said
Walt Apperson a Steering Committee member.
Participation in the newly
formed Murray-Calloway
Habitat building project
discussed by Carpentry instructor Dennis Harper was endorsed by the committee, with
(Crnt'd on page 3)
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Bush hames Tower to
defense secretary

Board...
(Cont'd from page 1)
ray around the second full week in
February
Under new basiness, the board
approved the American Red Cross
Blood Drive at Murray High
School and the Murray Band
Boosters fund raising project for
next fall. Approval was also
granted to apply for the Kentucky
School District Liquid Asset Fund
Plus program.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Bush said Tower was committed
President-elect Bush today ap- to
Pentagon reform and would
pointed former Texas Sen. John
work to assure that each taxTower to be the nation's next payer's dollar
went as far as it
defense secretary, capping an ex- could.
traordinary semi-public debate
The president-elect didn't say
over the retired lawmaker's per- so,
but transition sources said he
sonal and professional fitness for
has decided to appoint outgoing
the post.
GOP Rep. Jack Kemp — a rival in
Bush announced his choice with the
1988 presidential campaign —
the 63-year-old Tower at his side in to
head the Department of HousMurray Elementary and Muran appearance before reporters.
ing and Urban Development. Bush
ray Middle Schools received acBush once had planned to name intends
to make Chicago transpor- creditati
on from the Kentucky
a defense secretary by Thanksgiv- tation
official Samual Skinner his State
Committee for Elementary
ing, but delayed the decision pen- secretary
of Transportation, the and
Middle Schools Southern
ding the completion of an exten- sources
added.
Association of Colleges and
sive background check. That
Bush met on Thursday with Dr.
Schools. Cella said this was a
check delved into the former
Louis Sullivan, a medical school
great honor for the Murray school
Texas lawmaker's connections
president and top contender to
system. She
with the defense industry as well become
secretary of Health and often base said some businesses
a move to a city or town
as with allegations of womanizing Human
Services and the first on whether
a public school system
and drinking problems.
black in the Bush Cabinet.
has accreditation.
Bush hailed "my friend Sen.
With Bush
Tower" as a man of "great ex- his Cabinet rushing to complete
by the end of next
Under
perience, expertise and commit- week,
sources also said Gary Mac- recomme personnel action, as
ment to peace and freedom." He Dougal,
nded by the superintena Chicago business exdent, the board approved Jean
said the former lawmaker also ecutive
and Bush transition ad- Hurt
as Interim Supervisor of Inunderstands "that strength and viser, has emerged
as a leading
struction; Margot Ellis McIntosh
clarity in national security policy contender to
be secretary of as part-ti
me gifted /talented
lead to peace."
Labor.

Wilkinson...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Wilkinson said he has no
timetable to have a board and
president appointed, but added he
wants to do it quickly.
"I'm anxious to get the lottery
under way," he said.
Senate President Pro Tern John
"Eck" Rose, D-Winchester, said
the legislature would be ready to
act at any time.
Wilkinson said the first lottery
tickets could be sold within five
months.
We hope by April and I think
that is not overly ambitious at this
point in time," Wilkinson said.
The location of a headquarters
for a lottery is a decision best left
to the lottery board, Wilkinson
said. Frankfort legislators tried
unsuccessfully to stipulate in the
bill passed Wednesday that the
headquarters would be located in
the capital city.
Many believe the headquarters
will be located in Louisville.
Wilkinson said he was generally

pleased with the way the 13-day
special session went.
"We started with a good lottery
bill and we ended with a great lottery bill," Wilkinson said.
The only disappointment, he
said, was that the General
Assembly did not designate that
lottery proceeds would go to early
childhood development and senior
citizens programs.
Wilkinson said the lottery will
prove to be a significant economic
factor in Kentucky, but he agreed
that it will not be a panacea for
state government's financial ills.
"I have never represented ...
that it's a cure-ail for the state —
but it will help," he said.
A desk, chair, flags and
nameplate were trundled up to the
State Reception Room in the
Capitol for Wilkinson to use to sign
the bill. He also signed numerous
copies of the cover page of House
Bill 1 that were distributed to the
guests.
West Kentucky Senators Greg
Higdon. D-Fancy Farm, and
Helen Garrott, D-Paducah, voted
in favor of the legislation

'Godfather of Soul' sentenced to
jail despite plea before judge
(Cont'd from page I)
battery involving an officer and that in July the singer was found guilty of illegally carrying a pistol and pleaded no contest to carrying the
drug PCP.
Long said he was impressed by what Brown and the singer's
friends had said about the performer's efforts to fight drug abuse and
promote education.
The chase through Augusta, Ga., and North Augusta, S.C., began
after Brown, wielding a shotgun, interrupted an insurance seminar in
a building where he has an office.
The pursuit involved 10 to 14 vehicles and hit speeds of 60-85 mph,
Officer Ronnie Delaughter testified.
At one point, Brown sped away after stopping and several officers
shot out the tires on his pickup truck. Delaughter said.
His many hits include "Please, Please, Please," "Night Train."
"Papa's Got a Brand New Bag," "I Got You 11 Feel Good)," "Say It
Loud — I'm Black and I'm Proud." and "Get Up I Feel Like Being a
Sex Machine."

Poverty•••
(Cont'd from page 1)
provide services to the poor.
The estimates are based on data
from the federal Bureau of
Economic Analysis, which provides annual, county-by-county information .on per-capita income
and "income-maintenance programs" such as welfare, food
stamps and Supplemental Security Income.
Working with 1979 census data,
the researchers developed a computer model that estimated poverty with this data and then checked
their model against the 1980 census to verify its accuracy.
The model is still experimental.'
Price said, and will also have to be
checked against the 1990 census
before the researchers can be sure
it works. Data from a few counties
in the study released this week appears to be distorted, and the
researchers suggested that local
planners should use the estimates
with caution.
In Woodford County, for example, the study shows a 71 percent
drop in- tlie reinifeer of people in
poverty'llPtorn 276lb in 1979 to 600 in
1986. But healthy earnings in the
thoroughbred industry may have
distorted the picture, said
Theodore Koebei, deputy director
of the Urban Studies Center and
the study's other co-author.
Also, a drop of two percentage
points in the poverty rate in Jefferson County between 1983 and 1986
is suspiciously steep, he said.
especially in light of other information indicating that socialservice caseloads rose during that
period.
But overall, the results dovetail
with statewide poverty estimates
done annually by the Census
Bureau, the researchers said. Based on technical calculations, they
estimated the average margin of
error for the study at plus or
minus 2.4 percentage points.

Hey Kids...Come Visit
at Cablevision

teacher for the 1988-89 school
year; approved the retirement of
Beth Broach effective Dec. 31;
and approved Norma Frank to
complete the school year in
elementary physical education.
Lou Orr was employed as parttime Spanish I, II, and III teacher
for the remainder of the school
year, replacing Debbie Burgess,
who will be employed part-time
for the rest of the 1988-89 school
year.
The board approved the resignation of Janet Miller effective Dec.
21, as part-time non-instructional
aide at Robertson School and approved Pam Thornton as full-time
non-instructional aide at Robertson. Ray N. Waggoner and David
W. Murphy were approved as
substitute teachers for the remainder of the school year. The
board accepted the resignation of
Randy Bailey as custodian and the
re-employment as substitute
custodian and will employ
Margaret Hester 4.5 hours a week
replacing Bailey. Francis E.
Williams was also approved as a
substitute custodian.

Announcing
money-saving news
for State Farm drivers
50 and over.
State Farm's new reduced car
insurance rate is saving
money for many State Farm
Mutual policyholders 50 and
over. Call me for details and
see if you qualify.
Call:
Donald E Henry
Bldg 104 '. 41h
Suite C
Office
753-9935
Home
753-1540
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Changes...
(Coned from page 1)
both first year and second year
students to participate in the
actual construction of a home
as soon as Habitat is ready to
begin.
A special vocational program
designed to train handicapped
and severely disadvantaged
students for specific employment was also strongly
supported.
Industry Coordinator Emil
Jezik discussed programs that
are currently serving industry
needs. He stated that the Industrial Processes facility is in
the final stages of completion,

with equipment donations from
local industry adding greatly to
program options. Working to
serve industry's needs in that
facility is a high priority, according to school principal
Marilyn Willis.
Steering Committee
members include Jerry Ainley,
Walt Apperson, Dr. Tom Auer,
Robert Gliri Jeffrey, Wanda
Laird, Don Nuckolls, Marion
O'Rourke, Dr. Sandra Parks,
Dr. Jack Rose, Tommy
Rushing, Randy Ryan, Pete
Waldrop, Dr. Jan Weaver, Bill
Wells, and Marilyn Willis.
Meeting guests included Dennis Harper, Bill Huston, Mark
Brady, and Emil Jezik.

Read the want ads daily
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Tuesday, Dec. 20th
10 a.m.-12 p.m. & 2-4 p.m.
Come see Santa
and we will broadcast your visit 'live"
on Channel 34. Come to Santa's Workshop
at our side entrance and visit with Santa.
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Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
THE 101ST C'ONGRESS WILL FACE MANI- CHALLENG
ES
Despite the accomplishments of the 100th Congress we listed in
our last Report to Kentucky. we has e onl begun to addres
s some of
our most urgent problems.
One the the most important issues I will be addressing is the
imPros einem - and expansion of our oxerburdened axiation system. We
will search for ways to enhance as iation safety throueh an indepe
ndent FAA, expanded pilot education and other measures.
also will be pursuing our quest for greater energy independence
through clean-coal research and other initiatives.
Our main goal still is to balance the federal budget without
raising income taxes of cutting Social Security benefits. Enactm
ent of a
two-year budget cycle for the go‘ernment should pros ide - a xaluab
le
tool for dealing with the deficit.
_
In addition I see a need to 1.0t10.\\ up on our success with the birrley
tobacco proerain by dealing with problems related to the buildli
p of
surplus dark -tobacco stocks in Western Kentucky. And we
will start
crafting a 1990 farm bill to sent: the common interests of consu
mers
and economicall troubled farmers.
Studying the new Catastrophic Insurance Program and making
any
needed refinements is an issue that mau!. of us will remain involv
ed
with. We must insure that this legislation properIN ser‘es the
health
needs of the elderly.
Now that we has c a tough new anti-drug bill in place, we
must
all work to see that these measures w of k to free our nation -- and
particularly our children -- of the terrible threat of drug depend
ency.
Anal /nig the possible results of the Canadian Free
Trade Agreement to inure - fair competition in the electric-power and other
markets is important for Kentucky. And we must guard the
interests of
all parties, including consumers and the Kentucky coal indust
ry, in the
current restructuring of the electric-power industry.
Continued fair treatment of our nation's taxpayers will be
sought
:by closeR monitoring the effects of such measures as our
1986 tax reforms and our rocent 1 axpaer Rill of Rights.
The issue of safe and ,iffordable child care without infrin
ging on
pat-L.111A choice or rcqriclin12 care pros Wed by familie
s and religious
groups I,an III:lia,1142
01 her tamil issues. sueh .ts adopting a comprehensive nation
al
housing polie!: and close!\ monitoring the new welfare
reform meas. me,
. \011 also receke attention.
V1/4 e 11111,1 also continue to keep our nation's militao strong
and
tuos c he ond the I NI Fr cair as we deal with the Sot
iet Union and other
uatiotis in the quest tor a tiore peaceful world.
1 he hi ot our
P, lcneth,ii0111g bi5ond the few
I've
tottehed upon here. Wc wade progress in social key
areas in the last
si:ssion and I am hop,'HI 7 /1.11
OI OdUCti% y can be continued in
thc 101st session.

Supercollider? Let Texas have a ball

This is the first time I've ever
written about the superconducting
supercollider. And I'm doing it only because of the silly fuss about Illinois and other states losing the
superconducting supercollider to
Texas.
I've avoided the subject until
now because it takes 28 letters just
to write those two words — superconducting supercollider. I prefer
words that are about five or six letters long. They're easy to write,
easy to read, and, to be honest, I
don't know many words that are
much longer.
That's why most popular swear
words are short. You can say them
fast. If swear words were as long
as superconducting supercollider,
fewer people would use them. And
that would not only have,stifled
fern* liberation, but it would
lead to pent-up emotions and aggressions, which causes stress,
voilence, madness, poor digestion
and facial twitches.
Also, I've never really
understood exactly what the
superconducting supercollider is
good for.
Oh, I know that it will be a long
tunnel, something like an
underground race track, more
than 50 miles long.
And scientists will send particles of energy whipping around
the tunnel at almost the speed of
light in opposite directions.
They want to do that so they can
see what happens when the particles of energy collide. They ex-

pect them to splatter into even
teenier particles. Then the scientists can study all these teeny
particles.
Or so they tell us. Actually, we
have no way of knowing if this is
going to happen. We have to take
their word for it.
Even if some of us were there
when it happened, what would we
see? Nothing. We'd say to the
scientists, "Okay, let's have one of
those collisions."
They'd punch a button or pull a
switch. Then, in an instant, they'd
say: "That's it. We did it."
"Did what? I didn't hear
anything. I didn't see anything. I
mean, you get out on a city expressway on a Friday night, and
when there is a collision, wham,
you know it."
But with the superconducting
supercollider, we'll have to take
their word foeit.--The fiatii, you
can't see it.
Then you might ask: "Okay,
then show me some of the teeny
particles that got splattered in the
collision."
Same thing. You can't see them.
I mean, a million of those particles

licaf,Tnbuie

wouldn't add up to one
week and have studied Hugh
cockroach's toe.
Hetner's philosophy of life.
But the scientists want us to
But what are the scientists going
believe that they'll be able to see to learn that
we really need? Will
them. Well, I've seen people they find
a cure for baldness? Will
crawling around on their hands they discov
er a whiskey that not
and knees for hours, trying to find only won't
give
a contact lens in grass or on a rug. but is good for you a hangover,
your liver? Will
And we're supposed to believe that they create a pork
shank that has
these scientists will be able to see no choles
terol and makes your
something one zillionth the size of heart strong
er? Will they develop
a pea? Halt!
a pill that will cause a teen-ager to
Frankly, I think it's all a scam. breath
e with his mouth closed?
Which is why I don't give a hoot
Of course not. They never come
that the White House put in the up with
anything practical.
political fix so that the superconThey say that by sweeping up all
ducting supercollider would be those little particl
es and looking at
built in Texas.
them, they will take a step toward
For what it will cost to build this understandin
g the origin of the
50-mile tunnel (more than $4 univer
se.
billion) and to operate it (almost
For all that money, they are go$300 million a year), we could ing to try to
find that which is
build the world's greatest all- already know.
purpose race track.
It has explained by the noted exThere could be horse races and pert, Dr.
I.M. Kookie, in his
auto races. For those who want famous
study called: "The Origin
collisions, there could be demoli- of the
Universe by Somebody who
tion derbies. At least we could see Has Lived
In It All His Life."
the cars collide, which is more colAs he wrote: "Before the
lison than we'll get from the super- univer
se existed, there was a
conducting supercollider.
great nothingness, a total silence
And that would create a lot more and emptiness
and stillness from
jobs and bring in far more revenue one end of nowher
e to the other
than the super-blah-blah
end of nowhere. Then somebody
All right, I know what some peo- belched and
it touched off a chain
ple are saying. Knowledge. The reaction.
And that's how we got
superconducting supercollider what we
got. Take my word."
will be an important tool in our
When I asked Dr. Kookie about
quest for scientific knowledge.
the loss of the superconducting
I'm not against the quest for supercollide
r, he said.
knowledge. That's why I watch
"Let Texas have it. All those colpublic TV at least 15 minutes a lisions will
scare the cows."
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Looking Back

'Joyous Wishes
for a holiday
of love and
laughter...
We thank you
dear friends
and patrons for
your business
throughout
the year."

Ten years ago
Guy Turner who is retiring after
25 years with the Kentucky State
Police was honored at a party at
McClard's Service Station. He was
presented with a plaque.
O.L. Cain Jr. was elected chairman and Pat Ross as vice chairman of Agricultural Stablization
and Conservation Committee.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles 0. Bondurant will be married for 50 years
on Dec 26.
Twenty years ago
The Alpha Gamma Rho Alumni
Association, Inc., has purchased

the Elmus Beale home on Coldwater Road to be used as a
fraternity house by the Murray
State University chapter.
M/Sgt. William G. Burkeen is
serving with the Army in
Vietnam.
Airman 1st Class Thomas C.
Broach has arrived for duty at
Korat Royal Thai AFB, Thailand.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Workman
will be married for 50 years on
Dec. =.
Thirty years ago
Wayne Ezell of Murray Training
School Chapter of Future Farmers

How to reach your elected officials
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
Room 118
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford
Room 363
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC. 20510
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
2182 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
Al! U.S. Senators and Representatives may
be
by dialing ;202; 224-3121 where a U.S. Capito reached by telephone
l operator will connect
you with the official of your choice.

The Associates at

WAI:MART
Hwy. 641 North

of America wan a $25 U.S. Savings
Bond in a district FFA contest,
sponsored by The Courier.
Journal. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. N.A. Ezell.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Geurin, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jewell Mardis, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brandon and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Watkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Anderson
will be married for 50 years on
Dec. 28.
Forty years ago
James Shelton and James
Blalock of Murray will graduate
from Gupton Jones College of
Mortuary Science, Nashville,
Tenn., on Dec. 17.
Murray Lions Club entertained
their wives at the annual
Christmas party on Dec. 14 at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Leonard Vaughn, president,
presided.
Mr. and Mrs. A.G. Pentecost of
Hamburg, Ark., will spent the
holidays with her parents, mr. and
Mrs. Dudley Johnson.
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State Sen. Greg Higdon
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
Route 2, Fancy Farm, Ky. 42039
State Rep. Freed Curd
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601

Sy.d
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Or

1607 Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
reinir
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Friday, Dec. 16
Friday, Dec. 16
Playhouse in Park will serve
Paducah Parents Without Partners will meet at 8 p.m. at 30th and spiced tea and cookies at a cost of
Monroe Streets, Paducah. For in- $1 per car from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
————
formation call 1-443-2432.
"Christmas in the Park"
————
Games will be played at 8 p.m. displays will be at Murray.
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is Calloway County Park.
————
for members only.
Saturday, Dec. 17
————
Elm Grove Baptist Church has
Calloway County High School
cancell
ed its churchwide dinner
Lady Laker and Lakers' basketball teams will host Murray High for tonight.
————
School Lady Tigers and Tigers at
Free basketball clinic for
Jeffrey gym.
grades 5-6 will be at 8:30 a.m. and
————
for
grades 3-4 at 10:30 a.m. at
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., will be open Calloway County High School.
————
from 5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For inWOW Youth Group will gift
formation call 753-TEEN.
wrap at K-Mart from 9 a.m. to 5
————
AA and Al-Alon will meet at 8 p.m.
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
"A Living Christmas Story" will
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
be presented from 5 to 8 p.m. at
————
Adult IV of Sunday School of South Pleasant Grove United
First Baptist Church will have its Methodist Church. This is free and
Christmas party at 6:30 p.m. at open to the public.
————
Jonathan Creek Baptist Camp.
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
Free Christmas Candlelight midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
Tours of Whitehaven, Paducah, This is for members only.
————
will be from 6 to 8 p.m.
Judging for Christmas
Decorating Contest of homes and

Saturday,Dec. 17
businesses will be until 10 p.m. by
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
————
Christmas Candlelight tours of
Whitehaven Mansion, Paducah,
will be from 6 to 8 p.m. There is no
admission charge.
————
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 Free
and Accepted Masons will meet at
7 p.m. at lodge hall on Walnut
Street.
————
Suburban Homemakers Club
will have its Christmas dinner at 6
p.m. at home of Rachel Hendon.
————
Murray High School Student
Council will sponsor its winter
dance at the school.
————
Main Street Youth Center will
be open from 5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call
753-TEEN.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
————
Antique Tractor Pull will be-al 1
p.m. at West Kentucky Livestock

Cub Scouts from Calloway County
participate in Chickasaw Olympics
Eighty-three Cub Scouts from
Calloway County participated in
the Chickasaw District Cub Scout
Olympics held Saturday, Nov. 5, at
Mayfield High School.
Winning medals from Packs 37,
73 and 76 were 18 boys out of the
420 boys participating from 25 different packs in the seven events.
Pack 73 from Southwest
Calloway took fourth place oveall
and second place in the team
relay.
Pack 76 from North Calloway
took third place in the team relay.
Pack 37 is from East Calloway.
Each event was broken into age
groups allowing for multiple
medal winners in an event. Event
Medal winners are as follows:
Team Relay — Matthew
Yezerski, Christopher Jones, John
Eric Yezerski, Russell Lencki and
Jared Lencki, silver: Nicholas
Helton, Chad Thorn, Cory Cummings, Michael Roseman and
Joshua Fulcher, bronze;
r Soccer Kick — Michael
Roseman, gold; Timothy
Johnston, silver; Brad Wilson and
Keith Ross, bronze;
r Standing Long Jump —
Russell Lencki and Cory Cumm-

ings gold; Jared Lencki and
Michael Roseman, silver; Kyle
Owens, bronze;
r Marksmanship -- Chad
Thorn, Ramond O'Conner and
Chris Mohler, silver; Justin
Cripps, bronze;

✓ Football Throw — Jared Lencki, silver; John Eric Yezerski,
bronze;
• Whiffleball Throw — Jason
Gilliam and Jared Lenki, gold;
r Basketball Dribble — Russell
Lencki, silver.

Saturday,Dec. 17
and Exposition Center.

Sunday,Dec. 18
Memorial Baptist Church will
present a musical program at 7
p.m. with a fellowship to follow.
————
"Saints Alive" Choir will present a musical at 7 p.m. at First
Baptist Church.
————
Carolers will meet at 6 p.m. at
First Presbyterian Church.
————
Senior High UMYF of First
United Methodist Church will have

Children's Christmas Party for
pre-school through third grade is
scheduled at 10 a.m. at Murray
Country Club.
————
Couples bridge with Bill and
Ada Roberts as hosts will be at
7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
————
Junior High UMYF of First
United Methodist Church will have
Cont'd on page 7)
a Christmas dance from 6 to 9 p.m.
at church.
41/4.70,0P————
Playhouse in Park will serve
1414:
P
spiced tea and cookies at a cost of
- i stN4c'
;
----Yew
$.1 per car from 6:30 to 9 p.m. )
————
"Christmas in the Park"
displays will be at Murray Calloway County Park.
With Gifts
————
Sunday,Dec. 18
of Diamonds and
An Ornament Construction
Gold for Everlasting
Workshop and Decoration of a Liv41_7'44'
••C910
i Beauty and Value. 11:4
ing Christmas Tree for Wildlife
41., 1$•''
40
0019.4
will be from 12 noon to 4 p.m. at
"
Ek
Woodlands Nature Center, Land
Between the Lakes. This is free
and open to the public.
———
just in time for Christmas
AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Murray's Newest Jewelers...
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
759-4059, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
gime
————
Squatte
Recception for Robert G. Jef(,old & Diamonds
frey, retiring superintendent of
Estate jewelry Bought & Sold
Murray City Schools, will be from
FRANK & FAN F FINLEY
2 to 4 p.m. at Murray High School.
HOF'RS:
k,,e1 Rupmr
This is open to the public.
Mon.-Sat. 9-5 (502)753-0030
I. Repair
————
Closed Sun.
Judging for Christmas
"
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businesses will be until 10 p.m. by
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club.

beautiful ways to sag
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NOW OPEN

744,

Murray Moose Lodge will have
its Christmas party and dinner at
the lodge which will be open from
12 noon to 5 p.m.
————
"A Living Christmas Story" will
be presented from 5 to 8 p.m. at
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. This is free and
open to the public.
————
West Fork Baptist Church will
present a Christmas play,"A Case
of the Missing Christmas" at 6
p.m. at church.

MOVIES IN
MURRAY

(Bargain Matinees)
SAT. & SUS. $2.50

eive,t,t:',

24 HR. TEL.

THEATRE

753-3314

MEL
GIBSON
MICHELLE
PFEIFFER
KURT
RUSSELL

The spirits will move
you in odd and
hysterical ways.
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Coldwater Baptist Church will
take pictures for the directory
following the morning service
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Scouts from Pack 73 at Southwest Calloway and from Pack 76 at North Callowa
y are pictured who won
medals at November 1988 Cub Scout Olympics at Mayfield High School.
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Pre-Viewed Movies

•

Surprise her with a
Bright's Gift
Certificate

Open
Monday - Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 8:30
p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
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MI 111141

(1:30. 3:20) 7:15, 9:10

614 S. 4th
753-0632

(1:30, 3:45) 7:05. 9:20
Sorry, NO PASSES
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GIVE
MOVIE MONEY
—OR—
A VIDEO MOVIE
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LUXURIOUS
ROCKING
CHAIR SEATS

It's Christmas At The MOVIES!

Westside Baptist Church will
present a Christmas program at 6
p.m. with a fellowship to follow.
Cub Scouts from Pack 37 at East Calloway are pictured who won
medals
at November 1988 Cub Scout Olympics at Mayfield High
School.

Sunday,Dec. 18
a Christmas party at 8 p.m. at
home of Lloyd and Clare Doyle.
————
Playhouse in Park will serve
spiced tea and cookies at a cost of
$1 per car from 6:30 to 9 pm.
————
Playhouse in Park will serve
spiced tea and cookies at a cost of
$1 per car from 6:30 to 9 p.m.

Only $ 1 ON -TAX

Rent Your Movies At The Movies

O.meor.poc,n)

Gobi'

Outof

USMOSS

% Off Already Discounted Prices
•Shop early while supply is good
•Treat yourself to a new pair of shoes this Christrna'

Ramsey Discount Shoes
East Side Court Square

753-3120
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School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

DATEBOOK
Purchasing group plans dinner

atheart. Inc.

Purchasing Management Association of Western Kentucky will have
its annual Christmas dinner meeting on Tuesday, Dec. 20, at Stacey's
Restaurant, Paducah. A social hour will be from 6:30 to 7 p.m. At 7:30
p.m. dinner entertainment will be provided by the Heath Show Choir,
directed by Vickie Perkins. All persons directly involved in purchasing
are invited to attend and bring a guest. For reservations call Marilyn
Pickering, P.B.S. Chemials, 1-443-6248

Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various lun- pizza; Tuesday — wiener winks,
chrooms in the city and county soup and sandwich or hamburger;
schools for the week, starting Dec. Wednesday — gyros, ham and
19, have been released by Judy cheese sandwich or pizza. Choices
Hina and Joanna Adams, food ser- of fruits and vegetables, french
vice directors for Murray City and fries, milk and fruit drinks are
Calloway County Schools respec- available daily.
tively. The menus,subject to occaMurray High
sional change, are as follows:
Monday — BLT with cheese or
————
crispy beef steak; Tuesday —
MURRAY CITY
spaghetti w/meat sauce and
————
French bread or grilled cheese;
Elementary breakfast
Wednesday — corn dog or
Monday — cereal at Robertson. chuckwagon. Choices of fruits and
cinnamon toast at Carter; Tues- vegetables, baked potatoes,
day — poptart at Robertson, french fries, pizza, milk and fruit
sausage and biscuit at Carter; drinks are available daily.
Wednesday — donut at Rebertson,
————
cereal at Carter. Fruit or fruit
CALLOWAY COUNTY
juice and milk are available daily.
————
Robertson
Breakfast
Monday — hamburger or wiener
Monday — poptart; Tuesday —
winks; Tuesday — pizza or sloppy whole wheat toast w/jelly. Cereal,
joe; Wednesday — bologna and juice and milk are available daily.
cheese sandwich or peanut butter
East, North,Southwest
and jelly sandwich. Choices of
Monday — baked chicken and
fruits and vegetables and milk are dressing or cheeseburger; Tuesavailable daily.
day — sack lunch — hot dog or
Carter
tuna salad sandwich. Fruits,
Monday — ribette or ham- vegetables, fries, desserts, milk
burger; Tuesday — pizza or grill- and fruit drinks are available
ed cheese; Wednesday — hot dog daily.
or peanut butter and honey sandCalloway Middle
wich. Choices of fruits and
Monday — baked chicken and
vegetables and milk are available dressing, hamburger or salad bar;
daily.
Tuesday — hot dog or tuna salad
Middle, High breakfast
sandwich. Fruits, vegetables,
Monday — cinnamon toast at fries, milk and fkruit drinks are
Middle, honey bun at High; Tues- available daily.
day — waffles at middle, pancakes
Calloway High
w/syrup at High; Wednesday —
Monday — baked ham or grilled
poptart at Middle, cinnamon toast cheese w/vegetable soup; Tuesat High. Cereal, fruit or fruit juice day — pizza or submarine sack
and milk are available daily.
lunch. Hamburgers,
Murray Middle
cheeseburgers, fries, fruits,
Monday — salisbury steak and vegetables, milk and fruit drinks
gravy, chicken patty sandwich or are available daily.

108 smith 12th Street
.
Infant !tiro

753-114Nri

. blip Nliirra% .

Robert G. Jeffrey, superintendent of Murray Independent School
District, will be honored at a retirement reception on Sunday, Dec. 18,
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Murray High School. This special occasion is being
hosted by Murray Board of Education and Murray Education Association. The public is invited to attend.

Christian Women plan luncheon
Murray Christian Women's Club will have an "Old-Fashioned"
Christmas luncheon on Tuesday, Dec. 20, from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant. The cost will be ;4.75 per person. Jo Walker of Waverly, Tenn., will be the guest speaker. Reservations should be made by
Monday at 12 noon by calling Linda Salley at 753-8016 or Freda Lovett at
753-3999. For cancellations call Sherry Edwards at 753-8034. For reservations for a nursery for pre-schoolers at a cost of ;1 per family call
Cathy Mathis at 753-8106. All interested women of the community are invited to attend.

Moose Lodge plans holiday event

Julie Beth Phillips will celebrate her first birthday on Sunday, Dec. 18.
She is the daughter of Jamie and Sherrie Phillips of Hardin. Her grandparents are Paul and Frances Wadkins of Benton and Ronald and Marsha Phillips of Hardin. A great-grandmother is Mrs. Oeda Erwin
Faughn of Hardin.

The annual Christmas party for the children and dinner for
the
families of Murray Lodge No. 2011 of Loyal Order of the Moose
will be
Sunday, Dec. 18. The lodge will be open from 12 noon to 5 p.m.
Dinner
will be served at 2 p.m. and the children's party will be at 3:30
p.m. Each
parent is asked bring a gift for their child so no child will be
overlooked.
Santa will make his annual appearance. Each family that plans
to attend the dinner is asked to bring a covered dish, but the lodge
will provide the meat and bread.

Celebrates first birthday'

In

St. Leo's Catholic Church will have its annual Parish Christmas party
on Sunday, Dec. 18, from 4:30 to 6 p.m. in the cafeteria of Murray High
School. This will be a potluck dinner and all members and their families
are invited to attend.

Junior High UMYF plans event
The Junior High United Methodist Youth Fellowship of
First United
Methodist Church will have a Christmas dance on
Saturday, Dec. 17,
from 6 to 9 p.m. at the church. Each person can bring
one cassette tape
of your favorite dance music each member
may invite one guest, according to Carol Maxey, director of education. There will
be no Junior
High UMYF on Sunday, Dec. 18.

II
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The Friendship Circle of First United Methodist Church Women will
have a bake sale on Sunday, Dec. 18, at the church. Members are urged
to take advantage of this opportunity to get baked goods for the holidays
and help the circle members in this fund-raising event, a circle
spokesman said.

'Saints Alive' program Sunday

Maggie Jaye Tate ceJebrated her first birthday on Nov. 16. She is the
daughter of Jimmy and Donna Tate, 1725 Keenland Dr., Murray. Her
grandparents are James and Dorothy Tate of Milan, Tenn., Carolyn
Ayers of Dresden, Tenn.. and Jim Ayers of Murray. She is the greatgrandchild of Mrs. Bell Tate of Milan, Tenn.

"Christmas in the Good Old Days" will be presented by the "Saints
Alive" Choir of First Baptist Church on Sunday, Dec. 18, at 7 p.m.
Steve
Littlefield, minister of music, will direct the musical by senior
citizens
of the church who make up this special choir. The public is invited
to attend, according to Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor.

Ross and Rogers are among
those attending convention

Clearance
Storewide Markdowns
Everything Goes
Nothing Held Back

7IV :.7 -••

50

(Murray Location Open Sundays Until Christmas)
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Four members of the Murray
State University chapter of The
Society of Professional Journaiists, Sigma Delta Chi, recently
attended the SPJ/SDX national
convention in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Delegates from the MSC
chapter were Todd Ross, chapter
president, and David Rogers,
reporter, both of Murray; Kevin
Patton, vice president. Eddyville;
and Robert Caldwell, graduate
member, Birmingham, Ala.

Memorial musical on Sunday
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MIAMI ( AP — This city of
palm trees and sun will be getting
a 35-ton pile of snow Tuesday, Dec.
20, courtesy of millionaire Victor
Posner.
Posner volunteered to cover the
$2,500 cost of providing the snow
for Miami's annual Snow Day.
The Miami Beach industrialist
said he learned that Royal Palm

The Music Ministry of Memorial Baptist Church will present a
musical, "Behold His Glory," on Sunday, Dec. 18, at 7 p.m. Morgan
Owen is interim minister of music. Following the service there will be a
church-wide fellowship. Each family is asked to bring a Christmas
dessert such as cookies, candy, etc.

The convention featured
workshops for campus chapters
and professional development and
ethics forums.
In addition, William R.
Burleigh, senior vice president of
newspapers and publishing for
Scripps Howard, gave the keynote
address.
Sam Donaldson, chief White
House correspondent, ABC News,
was "roasted" at the Legal
Defense Fund roast and auction.

Millionaire Posner to pay snow cost
of Miami's annual Snow Day Tuesday

Save Up To

City Ice was charging the city for
use of a blower and ice to make the
blizzard.
"Give them the ice, give them
the machine. Who cares?" said
Posner, who is estimated to be
worth more than $100 million. "I
give away millions of dollars a
year. This is picayune. pennies.
They are not getting a bill."

CWU will meet at Fern Terrace
Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will meet at
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View Dr., Murray, on Wednesday,
Dec. 21, at 2:30 p.m. The group will sing and have fellowship with the
residents and staff. All women of all churches are invited, according to
Toni Jones, CWU president.

Playhouse will serve each night
A spiced tea and cookie sale will be at Playhouse in Murray-Calloway
County Park from 6:30 to 9 p.m. tonight (Friday) through Wednesday.
Dec. 21. The cost will bell per car. This fund-raising event is being coordinated by Pete Lancaster and sponsored by the Playhouse Board of
Directors and the Young Actors' Guild. The public is invited to stop by
the playhouse for the tea and cookies as they tour the park to see the 48
lighted displays, including four animated ones, for Christmas in the
Park at the city-county park.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, include Hollie Alderdice, Lucy Alderdice, Mildred Bazzell and
Dr. Joseph Rexroat, all of Murray.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
41k.
r

Photographers using
Autochrome in the 1920s carried
into the field not only bulky
cameras but steamer trunks full of
chemicals and a supply of colorplates that alone weighed as
much as 150 pounds.
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Q NEW YEAR'S EVE PACKAGE
This Package Consists Of:

• One Night's Lodging
1V-41
• Admittance to Dance
• Live Band, Featuring the "Big
Sound
• Party Favors and Set-Ups Provided
GZA-A,

BIG All'I
'
E

Band"

Make Your Resenations Now!
Call...1-800-325-0143
or 502-474-2211
Kenlake Stale Resort Park
Route I. Box 522 • Hardin, Kentut ky

(502)474-2211
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St. Leo's dinner on Sunday

(Limit 1 with $10 Purchase)
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Friendship Circle plans sale

Field 16-19 lb. Whole
Fully Cooked Bone-In
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Jeffrey to be honored Sunday

The Piggly Wiggly Ad that
ran 12114/88 should have read:
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Chestnut Murray, Ky
753-FOOD

Lunch Hour's Mon -Fn. 11-2

Dinner Hours Tues -Sat 5-In

Enjoy Our Daily Lunch Specials
7 oz Sirloin •11.811
Sandwich Of The Da, '3.99
Tuesdey POW Taco Bar '3.99
Wednesday & Thursday Early Bird Specials ('1 On All Entrees)
Burger French Fries
Fried Chicken Frer-- Eqes.
Soup or Salad 6419
nr Salad '4.29
Friday 16oi
Saturday Nite Dinner For Two
'12.941
Orange Raugh '9.99
Call About Our Special

New Years Eve Specials
shrimp scampi '11.511

Prime Rib 10 oz '11.89
Sirloin 10 01 & Shrimp '11 59
Filet Mignon Grande 8o; '12.69
Petite 6 o; '11.09
Orange Raughy 69.90
Have Coffee On

Surf & Turf 614.50
Chicken Piccata '7.99
Veal Oscar •14.59
Chicken Florentine '40.09

Marlo's

Call For RoservatIona Now
.
Remember Mancis For Your Christmas Luncheons & Dinner,
Start Your New Years Oft Right Dine At Mario's
Ask About Our Senior Citzens Discount
Master Card. American Express & VISA Accepted

4441.
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All Arrangements
Marked Down For
Quick Sale

20% off
All Tree
Decorations

Shirley Florist
and Garden
Center
cs'k 500 N. 4th
Mt.
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Monday,Dec. 19
Judging for Christmas
Decorating Contest of homes and
businesses will be until 10 p.m. by
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
————
Reservations for Murray Chris.
tian Women's Club luncheon on
Tuesday at Seven Seas should be
made by 12 noon today with Linda
Salley, 753-8016, or Freda Lovett,
753-3999.
————
Cesarean Birth Class will be
from 7 to 9 p.m. in education unit

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB
AFIT ), Ohio — They say history
repeats itself.
Case in point
What are the odds that the son of
a retired AFIT lieutenant colonel
would join the Air Force, be stationed at the same base, to the
same unit, and, even work in the
same building his father worked in
nearly 25 years before?
But that's not all. What are the
odds that son — an Air Force
sergeant — would father a baby
boy born in the same medical
center where he was born a
quarter century ago?
That's exactly what's happened.
The year was 1960, when Lt. Col.
Delbert Honchul joined the AFIT
staff as its personnel officer.
Three years later, his wife Daris
gave birth to a son, David
Wallace.
Site of the birth: WrightPatterson AFB Medical Center.
The year was 1985, when Sgt.
David Honchul joined the AFIT
staff as a public affairs specialist.
Three years later, his wife Tamra
has given birth to a son, Jonathan
David.
Site of the birth: WrightPatterson AFB Medical Center.
Proud grandfather, Colonel
Honchul, 69, is amazed as anyone
at the series of coincidences.
"I think it is very unusual that
David was stationed at the same
base where I'd been stationed,"
the resident of Murray, Ky., says.
"I'd always wished he would
follow my footsteps by joining the
Air Force and working for AFIT,"
the retired college professor continues. "I sure was happy when he
did!"
The father of six — four
daughters and two sons — says he
"never encouraged or discouraged David to join the military."
"While going through high
school and my first years of col-

Monday. Dec. 19
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Murray High School Freshmen
Boys will play a basketball game
with Lone Oak there at 6 p.m
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Masonic
Lodge, Benton. For information
call 759-4059, 7E2-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
————
Playhouse in Park will serve
spiced tea and cookies at a cost of

lege," Sgt. Honchul says, "I knew
the military would somehow fit into my life. I'm just glad I chose
Wright-Patterson as my number
one Air Force base choice."
And the cycle continues:
"Actually, I think it's kind of
neat! Something this coincidental
doesn't always happen and can't
always be planned, especially in
the Air Force," Sgt. Honchul
remarks. "When Jonathan was
born, I was incredibly proud."
The new father also takes pride
in free-lance writing for the
Beavercreek Daily News and
teaching Sunday school. An Eagle
Scout, he also serves as a
volunteer for the local Scouting

Monday, Dec. 19
$1 per car from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
————
"Christmas in the Park"
displays will be at MurrayCalloway County Park.
————
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Parents Anonymous will meet

Council.
Sgt. Honchul takes courses at
Wright State University where he
is completing his last year of work
toward a degree in communications, with an emphasis in mass.
media.
"After I graduate, I hope to
receive my commission as an officer and serve 20 or more years in
the military," Sgt. Honchul says.
Will a military career affect the
chance of his son repeating the
Honchul-cycle?
"Joining the military is entirely
up to my son," he says. "I guess
every father hopes his son will
follow in his footsteps . . but I'm
just learning this father bit."

1

Monday, Dec. 19
at 6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
————
Bible Class (nondenominational) will be at 7 p.m. at New
Life Christian Center.
————
Friendship Circle of First
United Methodist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. with Cindy Dunn.

Springsteens divorce
LOS ANGELES (AP — Rock
star Bruce Springsteen's threeyear marriage to Julianne Phillips
will end March 1 when their
divorce takes effect, the actress's
manager says.
"It was a fair settlement but
terms will be confidential," Molly
Madden said in announcing the
divorce had been granted.

Miss Phillips, 28, filed for
divorce Aug. 30, citing irreconcilable differences with Springsteen, 39
They were married in her
hometown of Lake Oswego, Ore.,
in May 1985, seven months after
meeting backstage during a Springsteen concert here

Social Security adds new service
A good many people in western
Kentucky have been doing their
Social Security business by
telephone. They find that SSA
teleservice is quicker and more
convenient than making a trip to
the office. All our services are
free, and we do not want anyone to
have to pay a long-distance charge
to get Social Security information,
so we have recently arranged for a
toll-free 800 telephone number.
The number to call is
800-234-5772. Please make a note of
it and use it the next time you want
to call SSA. Remember, we pay
for the call, and you will have no
long-distance charges added to
your phone bill.
We have also extended the hours
of telephone service. Now, you can
call any time between 7 a.m. and 7
p.m. Monday through Friday and
speak to one of our representatives. If you call before 7 a.m. or
after 7 p.m., or on weekends or
holidays, please leave you name
and number, and we will get back
to you at a convenient time.
Persons who can now call our
local office without a longdistance toll charge, should continue to use the same local
telephone number — 443-7506 or
247-8095. The 800 toll-free number
has been established so that longdistance callers will not be charged so local callers will not be
affected.
You will find that the telephone
is a quick way to get your questions answered, make appointments, change your mailing address, and take care of much of
your Social Security business.
When you call, we will try to take
care of your request on the spot. If
that is not possible, we will call
you back at a mutually agreeable
time, depending on your schedule.
Social Security is a package of
protection — retirement, sur-

vivors, and disability insurance. It
protects you and your family while
you work and after you retire.
Social Security is a base you can

build on, now and for the future,
with other insurance and investments. Social Security never
stops working.
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COLOR TV
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tigt. David W. Honchul holds his son, Jonathan David, who
was born at
%right-Patterson Medical Center on Oct. 14. Both Honchuls
were born
at the same hospital while their fathers were working at the
Air Force
Institute of Technology.
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STOREWIDE
112 PRICE SALE!
All Clothing

1/
2 Price or Less

Earrings & Bracelets $1.00 and
Necklace & Earring Sets

1/2

$1.00 and up
Christmas Candles & Novelties
Up To

up

Price or Less

$500
Scarves
and
Cosmetics, Handbags, Hosiery

75°A

Off

"Check with us for your last minute stocking stuffers'

up

WHEN YOU GIVE
A LITTLE...
YOU GET A LOT!
This year, join
Cablevision's TOYS
FOR TOTS drive and
share your holiday
cheer with a needy
child in your community. It's a great
way to make your
holidays truly warm
and special.
Just donate a new toy
worth $5.00 or more to our
TOYS FOR TOTS project.
In return, we'll give you a
reason to smile too!

A FREE CONNECTION
to Basic Service, HBO, Cinemax, Disney or Showtime

BOLD LIQUIDATORS
306 Main St.

PAGE 7

(Cont'd from page 5)

Honchuls repeat history

a

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 16, i668

*All Lays donated
to the Fire Department's
annual Christmas Party.

Bel-Air Center

CABLE
VLSI111N

"Thanks for helping
us help others."
Offer Expires 12-21-10

753-5005

PAGE 8
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Unbeaten Lady Racers happy
to be getting away from home
Take on Lady Frogs tonight

Vish Talwalker (left) and Phil Billington (right) flank Murra
Strickland, who presented the two athletes with Ohio Valley y State University athletic director Michael
Conference Medals of Honor for their academic
achievement. The medals were awarded to the individuals
with the highest grade point average in their
respective sports. Billington, a Murray native, won
the men's tennis medal, while Talwalker, a senior
academically, won the football Medal of Honor by mainta
ining a perfect 4.0 GPA. Murray State also had 45
athletes named to the OVC Commissioner's Honor Roll for
compiling a minimum GPA of 3.0:

LEXINGTON, Ky. ( API —
Arkansas State's Nelson Catalina
isn't paying any attention to talk
from opposing coaches that he has
the best team in the Kentucky invitational Tournament.
"That's what I think about
them," he said before running his
team through practice at Rupp

Wishing you
Christmas joy,
Christmas fun Es
Christmas gifts
for everyone.

Arena Thursday night. "We've
played inconsistently. I don't think
we've played a full 40 minutes in
an game we've played."
/But he added: "If they want to
give us the trophy, we'll take it
and go on back to Arkansas."
Arkansas State, 5-1, meets Marshall, 2-1, in tonight's first game,

Sutton briefed on NCAA
investigation of Wildcats

Hazel
Plumbing

On this day,
and every day,
may peace and
happiness be
yours.

Hazel
492-8134

L=1

RON'S MUFFLER
400 N. 4th
753-3514

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky basketball
coach Eddie Sutton
said he was briefed Thursday on the NCAA
investigation of the school's
basketball program.
Sutton met with interim athletic director Joe
Burch: James Park Jr..
the school's independent investigator: and Terry
McBrayer, Sutton's at
torney, in Burch's office.
"I expressed myself." said Sutton, who did
not disclose any of the
details of the meeting.
The university this week was given a six-we
ek extension to Jan. 30 to
respond to 18 allegations of wrongdoing.
"We just went through the overall invest
igation that's taken place up
to this moment," Sutton said after practi
ce in Rupp Arena. "They
brought me up to date on what has taken place.
We have been trying to
get together for a long time."
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CHICAGO 1AP
— Nearly
schools last year, 226 boys, or 6.6
500,000 teen-age boys may be bulkpercent of those responding said
ing up their bodies with the aid of
they had used steroids, Buckley
steroids, and a health educator
and his associates report in towarns the trend may continue
day's Journal of the American
unless society ends an obsession
Medical Association.
with success in athletics.
Although the research wasn't
"You have to change the
based on a random sample of the
values," said W.E. Buckley, assisnation's high schools, the study
tant professor of health education
suggested that between 250,000
at Pennsylvania State University. and 500,0
00 of the nation's
"We're the ones putting all the
adolescents are using or have used
emphasis on sports. We're the
steroids.
ones putting all the emphasis on
"I didn't have any idea it would
appearance,' he said.
be this high," Buckley said Thurs"We're talking about potentially
day, calling his study the first of
abusive behavior that has to be adits scope in the nation.
dressed directly, or we may have
Androgenic anabolic steroids
individuals who grow up and sufare synthetic derivatives of male
fer adverse health consequences."
normones that some athletes take
In a survey of 3,403 senior boys
to help build up their muscles.
at 46 public and private high
Doctors have reported in recent

•

Its the end of the model year for the Audi 80 90 sent., AIid
the beginning of incredible deals for you
Because the factory is being generous Ns ith dealer
incentives So the dealer can he very generous with you
Best of all, these best-selling Audis come with Ament
best owner protection — the Audi Advantage
Including
• No charge for scheduled maintenance for
3 years/ 50.000 miles*
• Guaranteed Resale Index,certifying
trade-m value'
• 10-year corrosion protection*
• 24-tiour Roadside
Assistance

•
•

Sale Items Excluded
•1•41,
,
41

.
1
.1.1314WI'

0

0

0
•

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

Murray
753-8844

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

years that steroids have been linked to serious side effects such as
mood swings, severe acne,
baldness, temporary sterility, abnormal liver function, high blood
pressure, cardiovascular disease
and possibly cancer of the liver
and testicles.
While nearly half the boys in the
study using steroids said they did
so to improve athletic performance, 26.7 percent said they
swallowed them for the muscular
appearance the drugs can help
produce.
"It's the new -age, body
beautiful, fitness people out there
as well who are using anabolic
steroids," Buckley said.
The study also showed that
about one in five seniors claiming
(Cont'd on page 9)

Germany's Best-Selling Sports Sedans.
NowAtBest-SellingYear-End Prices.
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followed by Bowling Green, 4-2, paces the Thund
ering Herd with
and Kentucky, 3-4. The consolation
32.7 points and eight assists a
and championship games will he game. Guard
Andy Paul Williamplayed Saturday night.
son follows with 20.3 points while
All five starters are back from
center Gery Strickland averages
Arkansas State's team that finish- 18.
ed runner-up in the National In"Marshall may have the best
vitation Tournament last March. guards in the tourn
ey and maybe
The Indians defeated Houston in this part of the
country," said
54-51 last Saturday for their fifth
Catalina.
consecutive win.
Kentucky coach Eddie Sutton
"We try to play halfway in- doesn't expec
t an easy time in the
telligent," said Catalina. "We can
UKIT. The Wildcats have won the
play a little quick if we have to and
past nine and 27 in 35 years.
our perimeter shooting can be
"I think it will be more difficult
good."
this year for our club to continue
Arkansas State is led by John
the string than the other three
Tate, a 6-foot-7 forward who teams I've had,"
he said. "It
averages 12.2 points and 5.8 should make
for an exciting
rebounds.
weekend of basketball."
"John Tate is as tough as they
Bowling Green coach Jim Larcome and he will give us proranga said he believes his Falcons
blems," said Marshall coach Rick
have a good chance to end KenHuckaby.
tucky's tourney streak.
Marshall is the most explosive
"We're playing good, solid
team in the tourney, averaging 104 basketball," he said.
"Kentucky is
points while shooting 57 percent a very fine basket
ball team, but I
from the field, including 47 per- think it should
be a good game.
cent from 3-point range.
Kentucky is young, and I hope we
Sophomore guard John Taft (C,ont'd on page 9)

Steroid use starting in high schools

•

Awl

test, while Michelle Wenning, after a slow start,
is
averaging 12.5 a game, and leads the squad with
7.7
rebounds a game.
Also, the Lady Racers post-by-committee syste
m
seems to be working, as Angie Waldon, Stacy Camp
,
Cindy Eddy, and Tawnya Pierce are getting the
job
done.
Waldon, a heralded freshman from Jacks
on,
Tenn., cracked double figures for the first time
Saturday.
"We're trying to bring her along, because we feel
like she's going to be an excellent player in
the
future," Childers said. "We've been a little disappointed in her overall aggression, and I think that's
kind of held her back."
Waldon said she's just getting used to the colleg
e
game.
"Everything's a lot more physical than I'm used
to," Waldon said. "I just have to learn to adjust."
"Stacy has played well everytime we've called on
her in the second half," Childers said. "We starte
d
her a couple of times, but she hasn't respo
nded
well."
Camp, a stong physical player, is balanced ty Eddy, a quick, finesse center.
"Between those three, we have that position pretty
well surrounded," Childers said.
Childers said he doesn't consider Pierce part of his
rotation inside. "She fills in anywhere we need her."
All-in-all, Childers said he's looking for more offensive consistency for his ballclub.
"Our defensive effort has been real solid. Our
(Cont'd on page 9)

Catalina pays no attention to comments

Season's
Greetings

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
The Murray State Lady Racers have opened the
season with six straight wins, five of them in homey
Racer Arena, where the Lady Racers have lost one
game in the past two seasons.
Tonight at 5 p.m., the Lady Racers take on Texas
Christian in the first Midwest Roundball Classic in
Tulsa, Okla. Tomorrow, Murray State will battle
Nevada-Reno.
"It'll be good to be away from home," Lady Racer
coach Bud Childers said. "Sometimes, you get real
comfortable in your home environment, and you
don't stay as sharp as you like to."
TC1: has won their last three games. At 3-2, the
Lady Frogs are led by Kathleen Olson and Janice
Dziuk. Olson, a 6-0 senior, averages 19.6 points, and
6.0 rebounds, while Dziuk, a 6-1 junior, tosses in 15.6
points, and pulls down 10.4 rebounds a game.
"Texas Christian has the best team they've ever
had. They are big and have a lot of experience,"
Childers said. -They shoot the ball extremely well."
Meanwhile, Saturday's opponent, Nevada-Reno, is
not having a good year. UNR is 1-5, but they've lost
twice to Fresno State, and once to UNLV, both top
20-caliber ball teams. Dawn Pitman, a 6-0 junior forward, leads the way for the Wolf Pack Women.
Sheila Smith, now the leading scorer in Lady
Racer history, is leading MSU, tossing in 23.3 points
a game. Karen Johnson averages 15.5 points a con-
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"We have respect for their
guards because of their
quickness," said Sutton. "They
must be contained and not break
our defense down."
Gregory leads the Falcons in
scoring with 14.8 points a game,
while Johnson averages 11. T'ne
other probable starters are for-
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"Every dog's going to have his day, and we're going to go up there and
try to have one," Coach Jerry Glanville said.
The Saints have looked like dogs the last three weeks, losing each time
to fall to 9-6. Before the slide, they were in control of the NFC West. Now,
they barely have a playoff life.
"Personally, I feel we have a very good chance to get in," said Eric
Martin, the NFC's leading receiver.
Ten of the 14 games this weekend have playoff significance, beginnin
g
with Saturday's contests — Washington at Cincinnati and New England
at Denver.
A Cincinnati victory gives the Bengals the AFC Central crown.
The
Patriots will be an AFC wild-card team if they win, and could get
into the
playoffs with a loss if Cleveland and Indianapolis lose.
On Sunday, the New York Giants will secure the NFC East
crown by
beating the Jets, or if Philadelphia loses to Dallas. If the Giants
lose,
wild card is available if the Rams lose to San Francisco.
The Rams will win the NFC West by beating San Francisco —
if Atlanta beats New Orleans. Los Angeles also can get a wild card
with a victory if either the Giants or Eagles lose, or in a three-way tie
with
Philadelphia and Minnesota if the Rams' winning margin against
San
Francisco and Minnesota's losing margin against Chicago totals
at least
63 points based on best average points in conference games.
Minnesota would have to be routed Monday night by Chicago — which
has clinched the NFC Central — not to make it as a wild card. San
Francisco already has at least a wild card.
AFC East winner Buffalo is at Indianapolis. The Colts' only hope
for a
playoff berth is to win and have New England and Cleveland lose.
The AFC West crown goes to the winner of the Seattle Seahawk
sRaiders game at Los Angeles. The loser is out of the playoffs.

wards Lamon Pippin and Joe
Moore and center Ed Colbert.
Larranga's chief concern is
stopping Kentucky's 6-foot-10
center LeRon Ellis, who is averaging 21.6 points and 4.7 rebounds.
Colbert is Bowling Green's tallest
player at 6-9, while Pippin is 6-5
and Moore is 6-3.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency.
David King

to forfeit the award when it was
determined he had used the
anabolic steroid Stanazolol."
Parents looking for steroid use
should watch for unusually fast
muscle growth, mood swings, or
flare-ups of acne in their children,
Buckley said.
Virtually all studies on the longterm effects of steroids have involved people using them legally
for other ailments, so further
study of the drugs' effects — particularly on healthy, growing
adolescents, is needed, Buckley
added.
The number of students using
steroids isn't surprising, said Hal
Hilmer, a certified athletic trainer
at Hersey High School in suburban
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Joyce Noel Tax Service
Paglials
Futrell Tile
High Team Series Hdcp
Joyce Noel Tax Service
Mgt Team Series Srr
Joyce Noel Tax Service
High Team Game Hdcp
Joyce Noel Tax Service
High Team Game Si r
Joyce Noel Tax Service
High Ind. Series Heti p
Betty Smith
High Md. Series sicr
Betty Smith
High Ind (Same Hdcp
Stacey Pittenger
High Ind Game
r
Betty Smith
High 4,erages
Sondra Rice
Cheryl Darnell
Lois Smith

se
so
264
24
23
224
22
21
15

1923
1697
1666
257
234
222
251
266
262
0,101
807
590
765
656
879
176
175
172
163

16
22
234
2A
29
294
90
31
37
3161
2579
1101
907
479
559
254
219
173
171
170

Only Polaris
makes anInassimple as this.

College Basketball
S Illinois SO. chitago St 65
Wichita St 66 SK Missouri St 59
SCH*THWEST
Lamar 79
Texas St 67
Tulsa 79 GrambIlng St 62
FAR WEST
Cal•Santa Barbara 73 Pepperdme 71,
Nev .L.as Vegas 100 Cal-Irvine
55
Utah 76 Utah St Ei

National Football League
%NERO A's (•051.4.1tk.sil E
East
T Pct. Pr PA
x-Buffalo
12 3
u
800 315 220
New England
9 6 0
HO 240 263
intitantipotis-- 8 - -7 0
333--137 301
NY Jets
7
7
I
500 345 333
Miami
6 *9 0
400 295 340
Central
y-Cincumati
11
4
0
73.3 428 312
Houston
10 5 0
667 401 337
Cleveland
9 6 0
600 276 265
Pittsburgh
1 11
287 296 397
0
West
Seattle
F. 7
0
533 296 292
LA Raiders
7 8 0
467 255 326
Denver
7
9 0
467 306 312
San Diego
5 10 0 .333 207 319
KaniasCity
4 10
1
300 241 296
%AT1OSALCO5
sFERE%C9_
East
N Y Giants
10 5 0
867 33.5 277
Philadelphia
SI 6 0
600 356 312
Washington
7
S 0
467 328 367
Phoenix
7
S 0
467 327 372
Dallas
3 12
200 258 355
Central
x-Chicago
$OO 255 157
m000ssors
ssia 9ne

Kentucky will also start Sean
Sutton and Derrick Miller at the
guards and Chris Mills and Reggie
Hanson at the forwards.

(ampa Ba
Detroit
Green Bay

11
4 11
3 12
nest
y-San Francisco
10 5
LA Rams
9 -6New Orleans
9 6
Atlanta
5 If)
a-clinched division title
y•clinched playoff berth

it ndden imprcperty or beyond your slog
level Read your owners manual(arch illy
hive flu ride Get proper training and
do not aftempt maneuvers beyond your
capabilities Never ride without a helmet
and protective clothing Never carry
passengers or ride on impiuved Of public
roads These are luisued
machines designed for adults 18
and older and mem/robe
ndden l childien under IA

Keith's Uwe & Tractor Center
"Limp In .-LAtam Out"

kvf%'Ale

cT 40 3.441
267 210 292
200 214 2914

O
667 353 256
600-369 277
0
O
600 302 274
0
333 235 305

Saturday. Dec. 17
Washington at Cincinnati
New England at Denver
Sunda,. Der. IA
Atlanta at New Orleans
Buffalo at Indianapolis
Detroit at Tampa Bay
Houston at Cleveland
Miami at Pittsburgh
New York Giants at New York Jets
Philadelphia at Dallas
Seattle at Los Angeles Raiders
Kansas City at San Diego
Green Bay at Phoenix
Los Angeles Rams at San Francisco
Monday. Dec. 19
Chicageat Minnesota
END REGULAR SE

901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

Arlington Heights.
-This is a very big problem, and
until we start to realize this in our
society, these statistics are going
to continue to grow," Hilmer said.
Hilmer chairs a National

Athletic Trainers Association
committee on high school
trainers. He said he hears rumors
of steroid use among the 1 500
students at his school, but has no
direct knowledge of it

Se mrs
Greetings
To Our *
Friends

Unbeaten Lady Racers...
(Cont'd from page 8)
MSU begins a nine-game road
bench has been a real plus for us. trip tonight. Childers credits the
Teams play with us for 30 minutes, success at home to the depth, the
but our depth wears them out in talent, and the attitude of his ball
the final 10," Childers said. "One club in Racer Arena. He said he's
concern is that we've been very in- just following the advice of
consistent offensively."
another coach.
Childers said his team has been
"Coach (Steve) Newton always
working on simplifying the of- says that if you win your games at
fense, and blames part of the in- home and half or your games on
consistency on the fact the Lady the road, you are going to have a
Racers have 11 players playing at great year, and that's a good way
least eight minutes a contest.
to describe it," Childers said.

Pryor's tears mark success
of attempt to return to ring
ROCHESTER, N.Y. I AP ) —
Aaron Pryor, the former boxing
champion trying to make a comeback after a two-year bout with
cocaine, cried before and after his
successful return to the ring.
Both times, they were tears of
joy.
"All I ever wanted to do in life
was take another good shot at boxing ... to win one more time,"
Pryor said after he knocked out
Herminio Morales at 1:33 of the
third round Thursday night.
He had tears in his eyes as his
chance drew closer because he
said he knew he had finally won
his two-year struggle with cocaine
addiction and he would get
another chance.
Although the 33-year-old boxer,
considered one of the top fighters
in the world in the early 1980s, won
the fight, he displayed few flashes
of his previous brilliance.
"His head was right there and
my hands kept going under and

Ky. Lake Oil Co. &
Pockets Convenient Stores

*

TUCK'S

over and sideways. My punches
just weren't there. I was very rusty," said Pryor, who hugged
Morales and sobbed after the
knockout.
He said he was glad to get this
fight over with and looked forward
to getting back into the ring to continue his comeback.
Pryor's comeback is scheduled
to continue with a fight in January
in Rochester against an undetermined opponent as part of the
undercard of a planned George
Foreman vs. Lou Vallar
heavyweight bout.

7:30-5:30 MON.-FRI.
SAT. 7:30-3:00

His managers hope eventually
to match Pryor up against two
other former champions on the
comeback trail, Ray "Boom
Boom" Mancini or Hector
"Macho" Camacho.

Season's

Good
students

CHRISTMAS
CASH!!
Take Home Any New or Used
Car or Truck and Get '500 for
Christmas Presents from Cain's.

earn a discount
If your son or daughter has
good grades—you may save
on auto insurance from
Nationwide Call a
Nationwide agent for
complete details

'89 Jeep Comanche
List

KEITH
o,-.rriVk NE

Meow MAUI
INDUSTRIAI ti I A 1
MURRAY KY 43011

It has been our pleasure to
serve you. Merry Christmas

'89 Summit 4 Or,

t824'

510 35(i

$8195

L,st

NATIONWIDE

IINSURANCE
s

Nat)onencle it on your saws

Nat1onmde Mutual IngurenC• ComOscy
Horne 08, ce Columbus, Ohio

Cunningham
Auto Repair
& Motor Sales
619S. 4th
753-6831

• Christmas Cash '500

'89 Premier LX

'1 3 694

List

10,995

• Christmas Cash '500

$9495

SALE

'89 Medallion OIL WGN

SALE $
Dale Willis
The National Hotel
N Rth St -Suite IS
753-250S

Hwy. 451 Mi. So.
Martin, TN
901/587-3000

P
1 0A0NPATTER
E NNGS

-t-Christmas Cash '500

POLARI

O
O
O

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

SALE

Fcx all the pride the lapariese take in
thew lechriolue its interesting that PoIans
males the worlds only ATVs with singlelever al-wheel hydraubc des( bralung and
rt2 shift PVT iltians Venable hansmis
sant So while ndersc apanese machines
are busy shifting and figunne out which
brake lever to use you can concentrate
what ycu bough,an AA/ for in
the Fors *re newt
Any vehicle can he dangerous

753-8355

**************************4

(Cont'd from page 8)
to take steroids said they got the
drugs from a doctor, pharmacist
or veterinarian, and 38.3 percent
said they first took the drugs at
age 15 or younger.
The study called for steroid
education in junior highs, noting
that 35 percent of those who said
they used steroids did not participate in school sports.
Societal attitudes must be
changed to get young people to
avoid the quick-fix they think
steroids can provide, Buckley
said.
For example, Canadian sprinter
Ben Johnson won a gold medal in
the 100-meter dash at the Summer
Olympics in Korea, but was forced

Bowling Staadings
Diller or Dollar League
Team
Public Ice
SlitH Girls
33
Fisher Price
27
Shield of Shelter
264
Joyce Noel Tax Service
24%
Southeastern Book Co
24
Wingfoot
19
Porcelain by MJ
Is
High Team Cisme (Scratch)
SAM Gbris
Noel Teat Service
Public Ice
High Team Cisme (Handicap)
Noel Tax Service
S&H Girls
Public Ice
High Team Series (sc•rsscli)
S&H Girls
Public Ice
Noel Tax Service
Mgt Team Series (Handicap)

901 Sycamore

EAST
Temple 87. Duquesne 49
SOUTH
East Carolina 75 Winthrop 87
Memphis St 92. New Orleans 81
rn -Chattanooga 90 Tennessee Tech 58. OT
MIDWEST
Cent Michigan 79, Youngstown St 83
Michigan St 96 Detroit 91 OT

"Ellis is very big and agile,"
said Larranga. "We'll have to do a
good job defending him. We're not
nearly as big as Kentucky."

Steroid use...

D id

yis
ut
me.
we

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Catalina...
(Cont'd from page 8)
can take advantage of some of the
mismatches."
Larranga thinks his backcourt
of Joe Gregory and Billy Johnson
can create problems for Kentucky
with their quickness, while depth
on the frontline could wear the
Wildcats down.
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SCOREBOARD

'Locks' could be locked out on Sunday
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
A month ago, the Cleveland Browns and New Orleans Saints
looked
like locks for the playoffs. If they don't win Sunday, however, they
could
get locked out.
The Browns are at home against the Houston Oilers, with the
winner
grabbing a playoff berth - the Oilers even have a shot at the
AFC Central title.
If Cleveland loses, it does not make the playoffs. The Oilers
are out if
they lose and New England wins.
The Saints host Atlanta and must win for any hope of making
the
postseason. Even if they do, they are on the outside if Philadelphia
or the
Los Angeles Rams win.
"This team is a survivor," Browns cornerback Frank Minnifie
ld said.
"You'd have to look far and wide to find a team that's lost three
quarterbacks and still has a chance to achieve the goals it set for itself
at the
start of the season."
All three of those quarterbacks — Ro. 1 Bernie Kosar and backups
Gary Danielson and Mike Pagel — etimain hurt. K6sar was
injured
again last week ( a sprained left knee) in a loss to Miami and
his status is
unknown for the critical game.
Kosar doesn't have a monopoly on injuries with the Browns.
Minnifield missed part of the Miami game because of a calf injury
and leg
cramps. Hanford Dixon tore a thigh muscle in the game, Webster
Slaughter played for the first time after an eight-week layoff
because of
a broken left arm, and Kevin Mack was sidelined by a knee injury
and is
questionable for the Houston game. Linebacker Clay Matthews
is playing with a broken hand.
The Oilers are in the unique situation of having a chance to finish
first
in the division or third and out of the nlavoffs

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1988

SALE
s

'1 5 853

13,995

• Christmas Cash '500

0

Cain's

Iht . fill %.

jeeP
Oaf"

Iiirra. 713-611x
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This pug* is made possible by these fir
ms who encourage
all of us to attend worship services.

Church Directory
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00• m
Evening Worship
7 30 pm
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Evening Worship
6 48 p.m
Training Union
6 00 p m
ST JOHN
Morning Worship
9 30•m
Sunday School
10 45 a in
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m

ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 9 15 a m
Worship
Sat li 00• m

BAPTIST

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Conc
rete
East Main Street
753-3540

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201S. 3rd.

753-2411

CHARLIE'S
SAFE- DISCOUNT PHARMACY
Kolie4 Coni

NSA

We Can t Afford To Be Less Than The Best
"
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitnell lAcross

753-4175

From Ledger & Times)

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr.

Carroll Tire Service r-and
Wheel Alignment, Inc.
753-1489

— 1105 Pogue(/
1
2 Block East of 12th)

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop

•Certifi•d
Teacher
•Custom Orders
•Supplies

Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

1, Murray
733-2540

Rt.

WALIMART
CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995
PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
701 Moin St

753-5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.

Lynn Grove Road

753-5742

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
HIH-BURGER
Open Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sun. 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
413 S 4th
759-1648

HOLLAND DRUGS

Eastside Court Square • Downto
wn Murray
13. Cosh Discount On Prescrip
tions

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11'00 a m
Evening Worship
6.00 pm
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
11 a m
Church Training
6p m
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m.
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Evening Services
6.00 p.m
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m
Morning Services
11.00 a.m
Evening Services
6:00 p.m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6:30 p in
Sunday School
10:00• m
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
Sunday Night
6 00 p m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a in
Evening Worship
6.48 p.m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 -00• m
Evening Worship
6'30 p.m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10 48 a m. & 7 p.m.
Church Training
6 00 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
vvening Worship
648 p m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a.m
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Singing Eve Worship 6 00 p.m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10'00 a m
Morning Worship
11'00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p.m.
Ha7YL BAPTIST
Worship
11 - 00 A.M.
Sunday School
10 015 a.m.
Church Training
5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6'00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening 7'00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Worship Service
11 00 a.m
Evening Service
5:30 pm
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11'00 a m. &
6-00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7,00 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
let Sunday
2'00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
200 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6'00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a.m
Worship
11'00 a.m
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 -00• m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
NORTHSIDF.
Morning Worship
11 00• m
Evening Worship
7 OD p m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Preaching Serv
11:00 a.m
Nightly Service
6:00 p.m
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a m &I3Opm
Sunday School
10•in
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10'00
Preaching
11.00
Prayer Service
5 30
Church
6 00
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00• m
Evening Worship
6 30 pm
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m
Evening Worship
7:15 p.m
SCOTT'S GROVE
Worship Service
1100• m
Evening Worship
6•00 p m

EveMrVillc BAPTIST

Sunday School
9.45 a m
Morning Worship
10:45 a m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Mid-Week
Service
7 00 p.m
VICTORY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
WEST FORK
Mornittg Worship
1100 a.m
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening 700 p.m
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHUR
CH
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship 9 a m and 10'50 a.m
Evening Worship
6p m

CATIIOLIC
ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5:00 pm
Sunday
9 00 a.m
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Masses 6:00 p.m. Sat
800 a.m Sunday
11:00 am. Sunday

CNIMMAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9.30 a m
Worship
10 45 a m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10 30 a m
Bible School
9.30 a m
Evening Service
6'00 p m

samosa
somas

CIIINTIAN

Farmer Ave k 17th St.. Murray
Sunday
11 -00am
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
2nd Wed
7:110 p.m.
RR 2ne vim.
12 00-3:00 p.m.

ammo OF=MST

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9 00 a.in
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
DE XTE R
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10'00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10 00 a.m.
Morning Service
10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6'00 p.m.
Wed Worship
7:00 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
10:0144i.m.
Morning Worship
10-50 a in
Everting Worship
600pm
Mid-Week Worship
7 00 pm
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.in
Morning Worship
11 00 a. m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m
0Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Morning Worship
11'00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
10'50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6700 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10 48 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 48 a.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
SEVENTH k POPLAR
Worship Service
8 30 a m
Bible Study
9 45 a in
Worship Service
10 40• m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Wed Bible Study
7 30 p in
Winter
7 00 p m Summer

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
Jimmy Lamb, Owner

501 N. 4th

753-6168

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
Mausoleum — Cemetery Lots
Complete Counciling Service

Hwy. 641 North

753-2654

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

510 Main St. 753-2975

BUCK'S BODY SHOP
Auto Body &

Established 1945

900 Sycamore

e‘i€AA 3

DISOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION
SERVICE

Roy

1008 CHESTNUT

753-2380

RANDY THORNTON

Franchisee

753 8181

D & W Auto Supply
We'Instoll Auto Glass

010

Paint Material
Try Our Car Wash

Auto
512 S

12th
753-4563

SERVICE CENTER

Wrecker Service
Air Conditioner Service
Rudy Lovett—Owner
5 Points — 753-3571

•

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

MT CARMEL
V. orship
10 a m
Sunday School
II am
MT HEBRON
Worship
10 a m
Sunday School
Ii a In

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00• m
Worship
1100 a.m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
945am
Sunday School
1100 a.m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
0:46a in
Morning Worship
10:45 a m
Evening
6 00 p m

auttsT Lama
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th St.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Sacrament Meet
11:50 a.m.

STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 - 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a in
Sunday School
11.00 a m
WAYMEN CHAPEL
A1LE CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 'Lin
Morning Service
11:00 a.m
Pastor WWiam J Pratt

EPISCOPAL
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1620 W Main
Fall Schedule
Holy EucharistS and 10 30 am
Church School
9 15 a.m
Daily Morning Prayer7 45 a m

INDEPENDENT

LORIMAR

METHODIST

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
9:00
Sunday School
9:48
DEXTER•HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10'00 a.m
Worship
11 00 a . m
00 p.m.
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
1050 a.M.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITE
D
Worship Service
11 00 a.m.
Sunday School
10 -00 a m
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10 00 a.m.
Worship Service
11 00 am.
Evening Ser Wor
6 30 p.m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship
10 OD a m
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 005 m
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9.45 am.
Church School
10 46 a.m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9 30 a.m
Sunday School
10'30 a.m

PENTECOSTAL

Full Service Florist
110 N. 12th
753-1515

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
Iiam & 7pm
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7.00p.m.
Worship
10 30 a.m & 7 p m
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Worship
2 p.in
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m

NOP.TH PLEASANT GROV
E
Sunday School
9 46• in
Worship Service
11 00 a m
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship
Service II 00 a m & 7 00
p m

)

—
753-1423 or 753-0182

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

408 N 4th

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON
Your Only Full

Service
Chevron Station

Calvin Clerk — Ownor
753.2593

Main

Family Steak %Use

Home of the
Famous 50 Item
Salad Bar
12th
753-3822

7195

Pizza

41Iut.

Pasta • Sandwiches
12th 8 Chestnut • 759-4646

OPEN 7 AM MIDNIGHT - 7 DAYS
A WEEK
HWY 641 SOUTH AT GLENDA
LE

753-2244

JONES TIRE & APPLIANCE
GOOD/YEAR
INDEPENDENT DEALER

721 S. 12th St.

753-0595

SUNDAY "BRUNCH"
BUFFET
9:00 A.M.
UNTIL 2:00 P.M

THE BOSTON TEA PARTY
641 South
Located Inside Holiday Inn

753-0910

MURRAY NISSAN, INC.
dtb•iiir

"We Make House Calls"

Chuck Williams, Broker — Owner
The Village
759-9ERA

Bet-Air CABLE
Center VIS1SN 753.5005
BLALOCK-COLEMAN
gunerai Warne, g1,it04eM.C94W1Weet

Murray.1.

753-6800

West View Nursing Home
r
T141)1 South 16th Street P 0 Boa 165
19CORPOSIA TED

MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
LOWELL K. BECK
TELEPHONE
(502)753-1304

BEL-AIR LAUNDRY
& CL
NERS
1 0% DISCOUNT EA
FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
BEL-AIR CENTER

753-5242

ITALIAN VILLAGE
Mose

The Only Real Italian Pizza

753-8841

753-6779

GOLDEN
CORRAL

406 N. 12th St.

ERA HERITAGE REALTY

1.1

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10 00• in
Worship Service
11 00• in
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

1417

Great Steaks Salad &
Food Bar

604 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7114

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
10 45 a m

507 N. 12th

Chevron

LOUIE'S
STEAK HOUSE

Chrysler • Dodge •
• Plymouth • Dodge Truck

PRESEITTERIAN

a

SI

vi

if

NISSAN'

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10 00 •.m
Worship Serv
11 00-7 30 p in
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Services
10 00• m
II 00 p.m

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLO WAYRoad
SERVICE

Cs)
Arbls

804 Chestnut

TRINITY MISSION
Sunday School
1000 a.in
Worship
Ilam & 7prn

MURRAY ELECTRIC
401 Olive SYSTEM 7535312

Industrial

7/Fella&

Judy's
of Murray

FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School
10- 00• m
Worship
11 am k7p m.

11 a.m
10 a.m

CHESTNUT ST
MURRAY

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
1100 a m
Sunday School
1000 a in
Evening Worship
6:00 p m
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9'45 a in
Morning Worship
10:45 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
Wednesday Worship 6'30 p m

DEXTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
Ilam & 6 pm
Saturday
7 p in
.
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRISTAlmo Heights
Sunday School
112 00•in
Worship Servicell a m k7pm
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd
Sun Sec
10-11 a.m -7 00 p m

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School k
Bible Class
9 30 a in
Worship
10 30 a m

Worship
Sunday School

MURRAY HOME
AUTO

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
11 a in & 6'30 p in

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Watchtower
10 30 a m
Bible Lecture
9 30 a in

COLDWATER

4 HOUSE E6
FAMILY STEAK
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
llam & 7 pm

JENOVAN'S
WITNESSES

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
930 a.m
Sunday School
107110 a.m
2nd & 4th Sun. Night 6:00 p.m.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
let & 3rd Sun Night 7:00
p.m.

SIRLOIN

NAZARENE

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Morning Worship
10 30• m
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road. Dexter
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
115 S 4th St
Sunday School
9.30 a.m.
Worship
10'46 am.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
11th NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH 'IF MURRAY
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a m. & 7 p.m.
Wednesday
7:15 p.m.
759.8862

Heating • Air Conditioning •
Sheet Metal
Service Through Knowledg
e
802 Chestnut

Call In Orders 753-7101

MASON S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00• m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m

13111101 OF MOS
Of
DAY SAINTS

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

'"We Do Chicken Right"
12th

McKendree•Pharniacust

Olympic Plaza

I .ntucky Fried Chicken
205 N

753-5142

ROY'S

THEATRES

Jack LVlarshall

Frame Work

UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9 00 a.nt.
Worship
10 00 a.m
6 00 pm
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 30 a.m
.
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Wed Eve
Bible Study
7 00 p in

753 9600
759 9600

Central Shopping Center

Q

4pou,5e 6rctve1

South side
Shopping
of murray
Center
"Modern Technolo9y for Today's Printi
• Nmds-

759-4796

111,

I

i

UICKPR1NT

%1 0 0 - 11 1.11. r'el

11.11

, 0.1 4 iI-1I1114
,
114 0 I

.0
I'
0 000

I
l'00 0

ARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI- MAZDA, INC.
West Ky. Economy Car Cent
er
800 Chestnut St
753-8850

CALLOWAY
MONUMENT WORKS

Quality Monuments 8, Markers Since 1932
James Smothers — Owner
1707 W. Mein
733-19062
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Sermons and music listed for weekend's church services

Various churches in Murray and sing a solo, "Sweet Little Jesus oboe,
John Schlabach, trumpet, Wright, David
Calloway County have released in- Boy" and direct the Sanctuary
Eldredge and Clegg panists. Dr. Whitfield will sing a
and Joan Bowker, organist. A
Austin will assist. Sunday School solo, "If Every Day was Children's Christmas program
formation concerning thefr ser- Choir in singing "Away In a
will be presented at 6:30 p.m. with
Christmas potluck dinner will be
will be at 9:30 a.m.
Christmas." Assisting will be Darvices on Sunday, Dec. 18, to the Manger." The Young Musicians
a Welcome international Students
at 6 p.m. followed by Sevice of
South Pleasant Grove
Murray Ledger & Times as Choir, directed by Nell Earwood,
rel Clark, Phil Liddle, Larry Mcat 7:15 p.m.
Nine Lessons and Carols. Church
follows:
Clain, Tanny Barnes and Mr. and
United Methodist
will sing "Unto Us a Child is School will
Palestine United Methodist
be at 9:45 a.m.
the
Rev.
Bob
Mrs.
Polk Story. A lie nativity on
Dotson, pastor,
---Born." Joyce Herndon, Tamara
The
Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
First Christian
will speak about "When Your Cup the grounds of the church will be
Sinking Spring Baptist
Outland and Allene Knight will be
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will Runs Over"
Saturday from 6 to 9 p.m. and Sun- service
with scripture from
The Rev. Eddie Young, pastor, accompanists. The ordinance of
s. Sunday School will be at
speak about "Mary, the Model Luke 1:48-47
at 10:45 a.m. service. day from 5 to 8 p.m.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. baptism will be observed. At 7
10 a.m.
Disciple" at 10:45 a.m. service. The Choir,
Goshen United Methodist
services. Lowell Key will serve as p.m. The Saints Alive Choir will The
directed by Truman
Handbell Choir with Kristi Whitfield,
St. Leo's Catholic
The 11 a.m. service will be the
will sing "Journey To
deacon of the week. Max McGin- present a musical, "Christmas In Quinlin
Masses
will be at 6 p.m. Saturas
directo
will
r
play
-InBethlehem" with Kathy Erwin
nis will direct the music with The Good Old Days." Dr. EarChristmas message in music and
day and Sand 11 a.m. Sunday with
fant Holy, Infant Lowly." Dan and
Tommy
Laura Paschall and Sharon Fur- wood will also speak. Sunday
Gaines as accom- song, according to the Rev. Susan Fr. Stan
ches as accompanists. Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m. and
Allsop-Atkinson, pastor. The Assisti Tillman, S.J. as pastor.
ng will be C. Paradise,
Choir, directed by Rcbet
School with Jim Potter as director Church Training at 6 p.m.
Midwestern need for moisture
Anne Gorrell, Chris Clark. Nathan
will be at 10 a.m. and Church
DeSimone, will sing a 'Canticle of Clark,
First Presbyterian
Jim Stroud, David Conzett,
6.4
Carols" along with other
Inches of precipitation needed to
Training with Eric Knott as direcThe Rev. Thomas SchellS. Hale, Will Aubrey, John Evans,
Christ
tor will e at 6 p.m.
bring
mas songs. Guest pianist Bill Whitak
soil to normal as of Nov. 26
ingerhout, pastor, will speak about
MINNESOTA
er, Carolyn Ramsey,
will be Scott Ferguson. Dawn
7th & Poplar Church of Christ
"Divine Involvement" with scripJoyce Tidwell, C. Fuhrmann, A.
5
.3
Todd will bein charge of children's
John Dale, minister, will speak ture from Matthew 1:23 at 10:45
4.3
Cripps, Carole Holcomb,Misti
about "Forgiveness and a.m. service. The chancel Choir
church. Melissa Villaflor and
Holcomb, Tom Holcomb, James
6.8
Renewal" with scripture from will have a special Chritmas proRachel Hutson will be acolytes.
SSchwarwtz, Julia Maddox, Ron
WISCONSIN
Psalm 51:7-12 at 8:30 and 10:40 gram of "A Service of Lessons and
Elm Grove Baptist
and Marsha Westphal, Rob
a.m. services and about "0, Grow Anthems" with Anne Lough as
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor, Westphal and
Al Gay. Bible Study
3.4 4.3
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
Up, Jonah!" with scripture from director and Susan Chamberlain
3.8
3.1
will
at
be
9:30
2
a.m.
6
3.1
.
services. Music will be directed by
Jonah 4:841 at 6 p.m. service. as organist. Church School will
Kirkse
y
United
Methodist
6.3
6.5
Donald Smith with Glenda Rowlett
Assisting will be Jerry Bolls, start at 9:30 a.m. A nursery is
MICHIGAN
Dr. Charles Morris, pastor, will
3.7
5.9 IOWA
and Teresa Suiter as accom- speak
Jamie Potts, Rick McKenzie, provided.
at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. serpanists. Sunday School with
Johnny Bohannon, Jackie Geurin,
6.7
Eastwood Baptist
9.3
vices. His morning topic will be
7.2
Brooks Oswalt as director willbe "My Soul Magnif
Ron MCNutt, Keith Farley, Jerry
Dr. Carl Hatch, evangelist, will
ies The Lord"
4.5
Fulton, Jimmy Allbritten, Bob speak at.11 a.m. and 6 p.m. serat 10 a.m. and Church Training with scriptu
7.2 8.4 8.2
re from Luke 1:39-55.
and Junior choir at 6 p.m.
Hargrove, Mark Hurt, William vices. Dr. Lynn Mayan is pastor.
Ron Pace will direct the music
4.4
3.7
Kirksey Baptist
Gargus, Jamie Harrell, Bill Ed Gunner Nance will direct the
4.5
with Clarice Norswortny as
3.9
3.8
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, pianist
Hendon, Ed P. Thomas, Em- music with April Mack and Bob
5.8
. Sunday School will be at 10
will speak at 11 a.m. service. A a.m.
manuel Manners, Steve Dublin Sisk as accompanists. Loma
ILLINOIS INDIANA
and David Heffner. Bible classes Borders will sing a solo, Gunner
MISSOURI
will be at 9:50 a.m.
Nance and Mary Mayall will sing
Westside Baptist
a duet, and Sheila Nance and Pam
KENTUCKY
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will Patton will sing a duet at the morspeak about "The Wonderful ning service. Assisting will be the
Counselor" with scripture from Rev. Steve Todd, announcements,
Chicago Tribune Graphic Source NOMVUSDA Joint
Isaiah 9:1-7 at 9 and 10:50 a.m. ser- the Rev. Randolph Allen, Bible
Agriculture Weather Facility
vices. Tommy Scott will direct the reading, and Brent Evans, Bob
music with Patsy Neale, Kathy Tanner, Jerry Conley and John
Ligon and Susie Scott as accom- Brittain, ushers. Sunday School
BOBBY WOLFF
panists. Oneida White will sing a will be at 10 a.m. and Children's
solo at 9 a.m. The Church Choir Church and Junior Church at 11
By James H. Cain
will sing "Holy Nigh/That Night," a.m.
NORTH
"No one can have all he wants, but a
12-16-A
Pat Bailey and Tommy Scott will
University Church of Christ
•Q J 7
sing a duet and Kelly Felts will
Charley Rs77e11, minister, will man can refrain from wanting what
V7 6 4 2
play a piano offertory at 10:50 speak about "Walking in Submis- he has not, and cheerfully make the
•
A K J9
best
of
a
bird
in the hand "
a.m. The Christmas musical, sion: Children and Parents" with
+83
"Christmas For All Time," will be scripture from Ephesians 6:1-4 at.
--- Seneca.
WEST
EAST
presented by the 60-member Adult 10 a.m. service and about "Walk4K
965 4
4A 83
and Children's Choir at6 p.m. Sun- ing in Submission: Employers and
1. "Prayerless pews make powerless pulpits.'
53
8
day School will be at 10 a.m. and a Employees" with scripture from
2.
Fib: When you tell a lie: lie: When anyone else fibs.
A unilateral defense does not rate •6 5 4 2
•8 7 3
fellowship will follow the musical Ephesians 6:5-9 at 6 p.m. service. to produce the best results. Most
3. Chastisement? Your punishment: Punishment? Anyone
of- +92
+A K J 7 6 4
program.
els's Chastisement.
Assisting will be Ernie Bailey, Bill ten, it's best to rely on a partnership
SOUTH
4. Gossip: Other people discussing you. Conversation: You
Boyd, Ron Nelson, Lloyd Hasty, decision.
Asbury
•10 2
Congregational Methodist
discussing other people.
Jim Feltner, Pete Waldrop, Bobby
East took his two top clubs and
VAKQJ 10 9
The Rev. Layne Shanklin, Bazzell, Barry Johnson, Max enjoyed visions of a possible two5. Convert: One who leaves another church for yours.
•Q 10
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 Cleaver, Charles Stark, Jerry trick set. Surely partner could ruff a
Reprob
ate: One who leaves your church for another.
•Q 105
p.m. services. His morning topic Stark, Al Starnes, Glen Gibbs, third club higher than dummy, and
6. Fellowship: Foolishness at your church. Foolishness:
will be "The Wise Men From the Keith Hays,tommy Reid and Greg with luck, a fourth round of clubs Vulnerable. Both
Fellowship at your neighbor's church.
Dealer: East
East" with scripture from Mat- DeLancey. Bible classes will be at might result in an uppercut.
7. The word of God must be nearer to us than our friends,
The bidding:
dearer to us than our lives, sweeter to us than our liberty, and
thew 2:1-12. Sunday School will be 9 a.m.
So East led his club jack at trick East
South
West
North
more pleasant to us than all earthly comforts.
at 10 a.m. and Bible Study at 6
three - a suit-preference signal 1•
Grace Baptist
1
Pass
3
V
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor, telling partner where his side-entry Pass
P.m.
4 IP
All pass
Coldwater Baptist
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 5:30 was. Horrors! West could not musOpenin
g
lead
Club nine
The Rev. George Culp, pastor, p.m. services. Howard McNeely ter a trump higher than dummy's
will speak about "Motivations For will serve as deacon of the week. seven, and South was able to make
CALVARY TEMPLE
BID WITH THE ACES
Soul Winning" with scripture from Leland Peeler, music director, an overtrick.
South holds
Hwy 641 S. Murray
12-16-e
II Corinthians 5:9-21 at 11 a.m. ser- will direct the Choir as members
East should not be blamed for ex753-7389
vice and about "The Church's sing "Who Do You Think" at mor- pecting West to be able to overruff
•K 9 6 5 4
Sunda
School
y
Ascended Lord Continued" with ning hour and "Beautiful Star of dummy. However, he should be
•53
10:00 A.M.
scripture from Luke 24:50-53 and Bethlehem" at evening hour. blamed for not consulting West. At
•6 5 4 2
Worship 8 Praise
11:00 A.M.
+92
Acts 1:9-11 at 6 p.m. service. Bob- Dwane Jones, Susan Jones and trick three. East should cash his
Time of Celebration
6:30 P.M.
by Manning will direct the music Donna Eaves will be accom- spade ace to get a signal from West. North South
Wednesday • Family Night
7:30 P.M
with Marge West and Jennifer panists. Sunday School with Kyle If West plays a discouraging card, 1 NT
Nurs•ry & Transportation Provided
Culp as accompanists. Sunday Evans as superintendent will be at East switches back to clubs for the ANSWER: Two spades. The spade
School will be at 10 a.m. and direc- 9:45 a.m.
likely overruff. If West plays a high part-score offers the best bet at
Pastor E. F. Clere
tory pictures will be taken followspade (in today's case, the encour- posting a plus score.
Basel Baptist
ing the morning service.
"WE'RE A CHURCH THAT CARES"
The Church Choir will present a aging nine). East leads a second Send bridge questions to
The Aces, PO Box
St. John's Episcopal
cantata, "Celebrate The Child" spade and the defenders get their 12363, Dallas Texas 75225. with sell-addressed
.
stamped envelope for reply
The Advent festival of lessons and sing "Ring, Bells, 0 Ring" sure one down.
and carols will form the liturgy of and "May The Light of
the Word this fourth Sunday of Ad- Christmas" at 11 a.m. service.
/
1
44, tc_.„ 1,i ,,,k, „if 14A1..
.:-.`.•..N, 241)41.* 1 % 440,
vent at 10:30 a.m. celebration of Gene Orr Miller will direct the
- „..14,- -". In -7,voi •elp,- c
the Holy Eucharist. Fr. Andre choir with Gwyn Key and Oneida
;tewv.....ii
'Iiii$,*.rir
cc2:i33, lis 1 c
Trevathan will preside and
White as accompanists. The Rev.
ti52c;31;11,1
preach. Claudia Moore will be lay James T. Garland, pastor, will
r
reader. Lectors will be Jim speak at 6:30 p.m. service. Sunday
Schempp and Barbara Ahlenius. School with Joe B. Adams as
Church School will present the Ad- director will be at 9:45 a.m. and
vent Wreath ceremony at 10:30 Church Training with Charles
a.m. Confirmation class will meet Overcast as director will be at 5:30
at 11:45 am
p.m.
Memorial Baptist
First United Methodist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
The Chancel Choir will present
will speak at 10:50 a.m. services.
Sarnia
A Publa Sensas 01 rer
Vivaldi's "Gloria" at 10:50 a.m.
i i
l
Revenue
Guy Cunningham, deacon of the
ThrS PuticabOn & e
w
;
SarvIce
service. Dr. Bruce Chamberlain
week, and Bruce Thomas will
will direct. Soloists will be Jenassist. Fred Stalls will give a Sun- nifer
Beck, Kathleen Thomsen,
day School report. Morgan Owen Kim
Black and Kay Bates.
will direct the music with Members
of the orchestra will be
Margaret Wilkins and Brenda Christ
opher Thompson and Mark
Hart as accompanists. The Sanc- Coats, violins
, Nancy Steffa, viola,
tuary Choir will sing "A Praise John
Steffa. cello, Scott Erickson,
Song," and Krista Todd will sing a
solo, "0 Goly Night Medley" at
the morning service. The Music
Ministry will present "Behold His
When
Glory" at 7 p.m. The Chapel
Chimes will play for the offertory.
you
Sunday School will be at 9:40 a.m.,
think of
Church Training at 6 p.m. and
church-wide fellowship after the
pizza...
L.
evening program.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
May all the joys of
pastor, will speak about "Mary's
Christmas fill your
Song of Praise" with scripture
heart.
from Luke 1:48-58 at 10:30 a.m.
service. Mrs. Alice Witte will be
.
.
1 0
('OUPON
.0
organist. Assisting will be Dick
Peyer and Ralph Lorenz. Sunday
•
School/Adult Bible Class will be at
9:30 a.m. Mrs. Joyce Milbrath is
Sunday School superintendent.
with cheese plus 2
toppings of your
choice $
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor,
will
speak about "Assurance.'
with
scripture from Luke 2. 1-20 at 10:45
Expires IS 31
I
a.m. service. Tommy Walker
,
deacon of the week, G.T Moody
(*Hirai Shopping Cpitter
and R.P. Hodge will assist.
7511-9000
Steve
7541-111100
Littlefield, minister of music, will
407 Maple
753-4451

THE ACES ON BRIDGE'

9

P

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK

IF YOU DON'T WANT
TO BE SURPRISED AT TAXTIME,
GET YOUR ACT TOGETHER
BY JANUARY 17M.
Make your taxes less taxing.

4keiRg With
Holiday Happiness

May its glow begin with you
and radiate from loved one to
loved one, filling your home
with happiness this
Christmastime and all
year long.

Real Italian PizzaJ
1 LARGE
16" PLZZA

599

I

•

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT
INSURANCE

Gee Plumbing
Bert, Richard and Danny

•

I
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OUTDOOR LIFE

'Traditional' gun season
opener approved for 1989

Fishing Line
By Jerry Mau*
Interest in winter fishing remains high as song as the weather
stays warm or at least comfortable. Most of the dedicated anglers
have the gas heaters in their boots
and these things can really make
your trip. We just might get by with
another mild winter however, and
not have to light any heat at all.
I have been getting good reports
on crappie fishing in the Cypress
Creek and Blood River areas. Gene
Paul King and a buddy caught 115
good ones by casting artifical lead
head jigs over brush piles which
were sunken along a ledge.
Gene said it was the best catch he
had ever made using this
technique.
Many of our locals use the spider
rig but there are several who use
a single flyrod. Fish with whatever
you are comfortable with.
Good news on the sauger fishing
from last week. There was a good

Wirray Ledger & Times

current just about everywhere and
the suager really moved.
Gary Darnell, Dave Maupin,
Dale Futrell, Gary Marquardt and
Robert Lowe were below
Smithland Dam bouncing heavy
jigs along the bottom and all caught
their limit! There were others who
also took limits but I didn't get their
names.
The sauger were fat, healthy and
carrying full egg sacs, but not
ready to spawn yet. However it
won't be long since they are cold
water spawners.
Some of the fish were over three
pounds and pushing four. In fact, a
few that got away, did so because
of their size and a small net!
Everything was perfect and a
day like that makes up for all of the
bad ones!
Maybe conditions will be decent
more often this year.
Happy Fishing!

Jason McCoy bagged this 9-point buck on opening day of the gun hunt in
Calloway County. It weighed approximately 125-pounds.

Next year's deer gun season will
again open on the second Saturday
of November, a date that is rapidly becoming "traditional" with
Kentucky hunters.
The Fish and Wildlife Resources
commission approved the dates
for next fall's hunt at its Dec. 5
meeting in Frankfort.
The gun season will run for 10
consecutive days over much of the
state, but hunters in some deer
zones will be limited to either five
or three days of hunting.
Hunting in the five-day zones
will begin Nov. 16, and in threeday zones, on Nov. 18. Gun season
will close in all zones on Nov. 20.
The commission approves gun
season dates at its December
meeting so that deer hunters who

New eagles at LBL

Audubon members
plan holiday count
—
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (
Members of the local chapter of
the National Audubon Society are
preparing for their annual
Christmas bird count.
Several dozen bird watchers
plan to gather Saturday to count
and identify species of birds in the
area. Organizer Glenn Grant said
the count will be taken within a
7.5-mile radius of the First Avenue
and Lloyd Expressway
intersection.
"We'll walk wherever we can
and we'll drive our cars into
several areas," Grant said Thursday, noting that members will not
be permitted to stop cars along the
expressway.
Grant said this is the perfect
time of year for a bird count
because the birds aren't moving.
"They're pretty well set now for
the winter." he said.
The National Audubon Society
asks affiliate groups to do a count
on any on day between Dec. 16
and .Jan. 3 each year.
Grant said the Evansville
chapter also will conduct a bird
count in Posey County on Dec. 30.
Other nearby cities with active
local chapters of the Audubon
Society include Terre Haute arid
Owensboro. Ky., he said.
The count builds a base of scientific information. This year
researchers will be looking at
possible effects of last summer's

drought, charting the movement
of a species from one area of the
country to another, and maintaining listings of the birds currently
in the United States and in each
area of the country.
Carolyn Bennett, president of
the Evansville chapter, said the
group also will record the weather
conditions and the amount of
natural food available Saturday.
That gives us a basis for comparison from year to year," she
said.
The results are sent to the National Audubon Society office,
which compiles the publication
"American Birds."
Mrs. Bennett said using birds to
indicate environmental problems
has a long history, including the
old practice of releasing birds in
coal mines to check for the
presence of poisonous gases.
"If the birds died, it told the
miners the area wasn't safe, that
there were gases present," she
said.
Grant said there are 275 to 300
species of birds in Indiana and 800
species in the United States,
In the past 1? years, he and his
wife, Nellie, have included birdwatching in their travels.
He said children and teen-agers
also are avid bird watchers.
"It's something you can do as a
family, with small groups or by
yourself," Grant said

have to plan their vacations early
in the year will know when to ask
for time off.
Complete regulations cannot be
adopted until after the seasons
close (bow hunting will continued
throuh Dec. 31, 19881 and harvest
data analyzed. The commission
will approve all deer hunting rules
for next fall at its next regular
meeting, scheduled for March 5-6,
1989.
In other action related to deer
hunting, the commission asked
that regulations governing deer
hunting safety be scrutinized
carefully. Specifically, the commission wants to know if Kentucky's current hunter orange requirements are adequate, and if
regulations should require closer
adult supervision of juvenile
hunters.
The Fish and Wildlife Resources
Commission is a nine-member
citizen's board which oversees the
operation of the Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources and
approves all departmental
regulations.

Kentucky's
wildcats still
in the wild

which arrived at the
One of the newest additions to LBL's Woodlands Nature Center is an adult bald eagle,immature bald eagle.
center in time for viewing by participants in LBL's weekend eagle tours. At right is an
Several other birds of prey species are also housed at the center.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
There are wildcats in Kentucky,
but they're more commonly
known as "bobcats,- according to
wildlife specialists. And they're
thriving.
Only an occasional paw print in
the snow or a hair-raising cry during mating season remind Kentuckians that the cats are still in
the wild.
Researchers say the animals
are thriving in eastern and
western Kentucky and are present
in more than two-thirds of the
state's 120 counties, The CourierJournal recently reported.

Waterfowl hunting
regulations change

the 1988 waterfowl season have
In response to low duck populations, several changes have been
been implemented in an effort to
made in waterfowl hunting regulaprotect low waterfowl numbers,
tions for the 1988 season.
but still provide hunting opporFor the Dec. 10 through Jan. 4
tunity. The decline in duck populaduck season, a three duck conventions is primarily due to drought
tional daily bag limit is in effect.
conditions which have existed in
The daily bag limit of three may
the Canadian prairies and Norinclude no more than two
thern United States nesting
vvvvvvvvvivirtavvvvvik-ii-vvvia -1-16-vvvvoi mallards I only one of which may grounds. The disappearance of
be a hem, one black duck, two
suitable nesting habitat has been
wood ducks and one redhead. No
occurring for the last several
ti•
may be
canvasbacks
or
pintails
years, not to mention the continuto
taken. The possession limit is douing loss of other wetland habitat to
to
to
ble the daily bag.
agricultural and other commerto
The goose season is already
cial development.
underway in the Eastern Zone for
Fortunately, geese have fared
to
all species, and in the Western
much better than ducks. KenZone for all species except Canada
tucky's quota in the Western bone
to
geese. The majority of goose huncontinues to be raised each
ting takes place in the Western
season, up to 22,500 for 1988. Goose
Zone during the Dec. 10 — Jan. 28 season in the Ballard and
iltViallaWii‘VW1111W,
Canada goose season.
Henderson-Union Reporting Areas
The daily bag limit on geese is
will close when the quota in these
five, with no more than two two portions of the Western Zone
Canada geese and two whiteis reached or on Jan, 28,
fronted geese. The boundary betwhichever comes first.
ween the Eastern and Western
Waterfowl hunters in both areas
Zone is a line beginning at the
are required to obtain and fill out a
Kentucky-Tennessee border at
waterfowl hunting and harvest
Fulton and extending north along
registration form, whether or not
the Purchase Parkway to 1-24, any geese are taken. This allows
We Install Automotive Glass —
east on 1-24 to US 641, north on US
the harvest to be monitored so that
641 to US 60, northeast on US 60 to
quota will not be exceeded.
e,14
US 41, and then north on US 41 to
All waterfowl hunters age 16 and
border.
iana
Kentucky-Ind
the
must carry a valid federal
older
;. 512 S. 12th
753-4563
Non-toxic steel shot is required
migratory bird hunting stamp.
for all waterfowl hunting
Hunters required to possess a Kennationwide.
hunting license must also
tucky
E. E.
E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E. E. E. EA.E.E.E.E.E.VEE.E1for
change
important
a Kentucky Waterfowl
Another
carry
0.
this season concerns shooting stamp. Both stamps must be
hours. In the past, hunters were validated by the hunter's
permitted to begin shooting one- signature written across the face
half hour before sunrise until of the stamp.
sunset. During the 1988 season,
A complete guide to the 1988-89
shooting hours are sunrise to Kentucky waterfowl season can be
sunset, except in the Ballard obtained free of charge by writing
ot'
Reporting Area ( Western Zone
Kentucky Department of Fish and
The McClure s
Super Products'
Super Deals'
where shooting hours are sunrise
Wildlife Resources, Division of
to 3 p.m.
Public Relations, #1, Game Farm
1‘,2 Mi. on Hwy 94E . Murray, Ky 753-6116
The reduction in bag limits and
Road, Frankfort, KY 40601, or by
of shooting hours for phoning (502 564-4336.
shortening
**. E.E. E. E.E.E.E.E.E.EE.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.
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It was lunchtime for this bird of prey, perched in a tree behind Ordway
Hall and Woods Hall on the Murray State campus recently. The
feathered feast drew a small crowd of onlookers, including children
from a local daycare center who received an unscheduled nature lesson.
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"Your Complete
Automotive
Headquarters" 0

D & W Auto Supply

Something Fun
For Everyone!
•••
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Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
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Pittman Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
410 N. 4th
753-8346-7 3-6779
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Holland Tire Co.
Subsidiary of Holland Motor Sales

"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer"
We Feature • Name Brand Tires
• Computerized Balancing
While You Wait
.The Performer With Road Hazard Warranty
E. Main & Industrial Rd. Murray

753-5606

A Sportsman's Paradise — 8,000 Sq. Feet!
Fishing, Hunting,
Camping & Boating
Equipment

Benson
Sporting Goods
519 So 12th St. • Hwy. 641 So
753-1342
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Martin Marietta Energy
Systems, Inc. raised $90,086.86 for
United Way agencies in eight
counties in the Purchase Area in
the 1988 campaign.
The counties are Calloway,
Ballard, Carlisle, Graves, Marshall and McCracken in Kentucky; Massac County in Illinois,
and Mississippi County in
Missouri.
The campaign total includes
$82,586.86 in employee pledges and

contributions and $7,500 in corporate contributions. Employees
who worked in the fall campaign
announced the totals to representatives of the county United Way
organizations Thursday,
December 15, during a ceremony
at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Plant. Martin Marietta Energy
Systems manages the plant under
contract with the U.S. Department
of Energy.

The number of employees participating in this year's campaign
was 1,131 188.4 percent) of 1,279.
The average pledge or contribution was $73.02.
Employees at the Paducah
Gaseous Diffusion Plant conducted their first United Way type
campaign in 1953. In 35 annual
campaigns, employee and corporate gifts to United Way in the
region have been more than $1.6
million.

Bakker still proclaims innocence
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) —
PTL founder Jim Bakker proclaimed his innocence after a
federal magistrate set a $50,000
bond for him and three former
aides accused of bilking $4 million
from his TV ministry's flock.
"Basically, to be very, very
honest, it's a sad day for me,"
Bakker said after Thursday's
hearing. "Here at Christmastime,
it's sad for my family, my
children and my friends. But we
have a good God and I have
wonderful attorneys standing by
my side."
Bakker, 48, arrived at the
federal courthouse in a white
Cadillac, smiling and waving to
reporters.
After the 30-minute hearing, he
said, "I am not guilty of these
charges and I'm looking forward
to due process taking place. If I
get a fair trial, we can win this
case."
His wife, Tammy, did not accompany him.
U.S. Magistrate Paul Taylor
continued an arraignment for
Bakker and co-defendant Richard
Dortch until Jan. 17, when both
men will enter pleas and a trial

date will be set.
Taylor set bonds of $50,000
apiece for Bakker, Dortch and
brothers James and David
Taggart.
Taylor ordered Bakker to remain in South Carolina and the
court's western North Carolina
district. Dortch was restricted to
North Carolina and Florida, where
he lives.
Bakker did get some good news.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Jerry
Miller said no additional charges
were planned against Bakker and
Dortch.
Bakker, Dortch, and the Taggarts were indicted Dec. 5 after a
16-month federal grand jury investigation into PTL's operations
under Bakker's leadership.
The Taggarts pleaded innocent
to charges of tax evasion and conspiring to impede the IRS in tax
collection. They are accused of using more than $1.1 million in PTL
money for personal expenditures. .
Taylor tentatively scheduled the
Taggarts' trial for the last week of
January. The Taggarts' attorney,
Ben Cotten, said he expected to request a continuance, and Taylor
said it likely would be granted.

George T. Davis, Bakker's chief
counsel, said the case had broader
implications.
"Bakker is not the only one on
trial," Davis said after the hearing. His wife is on trial and the
whole ministry — the electronic
ministry — is on trial."
At a news conference, Dortch indicated he might seek a separate
trial.
"Probably the question we're
asked most repeatedly is: 'Am I
trying to separate myself from
Jim and Tammy Bakker?" he
said. "I must stand on my own
statements, not those of others, on
my intentions, not the intentions of
others."
The Taggart brothers declined
to comment.
Bakker resigned as PTL president in March 1987 in a sex-andhush money scandal involving
former church secretary Jessica
Hahn. Three months later, PTL
filed for bankruptcy protection.
On Tuesday, Toronto real estate
magnate Stephen Memick bought
the assets of PTL for $65 million at
a hearing before U.S. Bankruptcy
Judge Rufus Reynolds in Columbia, S.C.

Savings and Loans need bailout
WASHINGTON (AP) — A conrescue failed S&Ls by providing
gressional study places the largest
money to private merger
government estimate yet on the
partners.
price of bailing out the nation's
The report noted that the infailing savings and loans, and says surance
fund
the cost could soar even higher about 90 percespends on mergers
nt of what it would
unless action is taken quickly.
cost to simply close insolvent inThe General Accounting Office stitutions and pay
off depositors.
says the government should spend
However, mergers do not always
$112 billion to close failed institu- resolve the
problem and, counting
tions and abandon its current tax losses to
the government, may
strategy of trying to keep the inwell be more costly, it said.
stitutions alive through assisted
"Regulators and Congress have
mergers.
resisted massive closings of insolGAO said the Federal Savings
vent savings and loans in the hope
and Loan Insurance Corp., or that the fortu
nes of these instituFSLIC, will need $85 billion over tions would
reverse themselves,"
and above the $27 billion it expects it said. "This
hope has proven both
to collect in fees from S&Ls futile and costl
y."
through 1998.
It noted that industry losses
However, the congressional totaled $9.4
billion in the first nine
auditing and investigative agency
months of this year.
warned that the pricetag will be cy-The GAO said
failed S&Ls
even higher if interest rates rise. should be
placed into receivership
Most economists expect rates to
in the'next year and most of the
climb through the middle of next $112 billion
should be spent in the
year, but offer no firm predictions
next three years.
beyond that.
The bank board has avoided that
The investigative agency, in a
approach, arguing that massive
draft of a report to the House
closings could leave some areas of
Banking Committee, sharply
the nation without service from an
criticized the Federal Home Loan
S&L and that a flood of repossessBank Board, regulator of the naed real estate from failed institution's 3,000 S&Ls, for attempting to
tions could deepen the regional

recession in the Southwest.
Breaking down the $112 billion,
the GAO said $77 billion will be required to close insolvent — but
still open — S&Ls, which
numbered 434 at the end of
September. Previously, GAO and
the bank board had estimated that
closing insolvent S&Ls would require about $50 billion.
The new report also cites additional expenses, including $10
billion needed to finance borrowing by the FSLIC, which
guarantees S&L deposits up to
$100,000, and $5 billion likely to be
required for losses that have occurred but haven't been
discovered yet. An additional $20
billion should be set aside as a
reserve against future losses,
GAO said.
The thrift industry can contribute $5 billion to $10 billion, but
the rest "may have to come from
the federal government unless
others, such as icommercial
banks and depositors, are required to share the cost," the GAO
said.
The report did not specifically
recommend a taxpayer bailout,
saying only that "Congress must
make difficult choices."
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Glowing candles and stars
that shine;
Throughout each home,
the scent of pine;
Christmas music thatfills
the air;
Bring warm wishes
to loved ones
everywhere.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband died
after a long illness. Several times, I
lost my temper and said some cruel
things to him, but when I realized
he couldn't get well, I took loving
care of him until God called him
home. Abby, he was the sweetest,
dearest man in all the world.
Now I regret all the wrong things
I did in my life, and I need to know
if God forgives our sins. I am 75 and
do not belong to any church. I only
want to die, but not with a guilty
conscience.
Abby, dear, please don't wait too
long to help me. I can't stop crying.
GUILTY CONSCIENCE
DEAR GUILTY: Dry your
tears; God forgave you the
moment you felt genuine remorse and changed your ways.
You need not belong to any
church to communicate with
God. Caring for a sick person
can be a' very demanding and
debilitating job, and many fine
people have lost their tempers
and said things they ordinarily
would never have said.
Repentance is all that is necessary for God's forgiveness.
Live the rest of your life not
with regret, but with gratitude
for having had the chance to
care for your husband lovingly
in his final hours.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: I am a middle-aged
woman with a "counting complex.I count everything I come across. I
count words, letters, houses, automobiles, squares in the sidewalk
When I am reading, I start counting
words and the frequency with
which those words appear. I blink
my eyes, work my toes, fingers —
anything that moves has to be
counted.
Otherwise I am a normal, intelli
gent person. Is this some kind of
neurological disorder, a nervous
habit or a number fetish?
I wonder if there is anyone else
with this crazy problem. It's not
serious enough to bother a psychiatrist with, but I'd like to know if
there's a word for this incessant
counting.
I count you among my friends.
COUNT DRACULA

harshly. Yet, come Friday nights,
he acts like nothing has changed,
and he wants to socialize as couples.
I say that no real friend would
treat a guy's wife that way. My wife
thinks we should overlook his
behavior and remain social friends.
I say the partying is over. Who is
right?
MAD IN MONTANA

DEAR COUNT DRACULA.
There is a word for it — it's
called a "compulsive disorder."
People with this disorder have
a compulsion to count things —
anything. They seem unable to
control it without developing
some degree of anxiety, and
unless it creates a problem,they
just learn to live with it.
Should this ever become a
source of real concern to you,
seek a consultation with a
psychiatrist. It will probably
put your mind at ease. Meanwhile, count yourself lucky. It's
fairly common.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: My wife works in
the same factory with my best
friend. Recently, my best friend
became my wife's supervisor. As a
boss, he's a real jerk. He treats his
people — including my wife — quite

ACROSS
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river

38 Wholly
41 Exist
42 Morsel
44 Church
bench
45 Affirmative
47 Saucy
49 Priest's
vestment
51 Approach
54 Dine
56 Stitch
58 Imitate
59 Precludes
from
62 Limb
64 Paid notice
65 Sick
66 Nobleman
68 Ventilates
70 Piece out
71 Sight organs
72 Explosive•
abbr

1 Jamie —
Curtis
4 For the most
— (usually)
8 Plaything
11 Chimney
carbon
12 Norman of TV
13 Solemn
wonder
14 As far as
15 Ms. Gardner
17 Longs for
19 Doctrine
21 Abstract
being
23 An O'Neill
24 Paper
measure
26 Health
resort
28 Medicine
portion
31 Sweet potato
33 Rend
35 At present
36 Italian
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Possess
Affirmative
Mix
Brother of
Odin
18 Succor
20 A month
22 Spreads
ungracefully
25 Small rug
27 Be ill
29 Cry
30 Female sneep
32 Swab
34 Work at
one's trade
36 Burst
37 Native metal
39 Beverage
40 Deep desire
43 Threefold
46 Ocean
48 Chinese
pagoda
50 Jingle —
52 Separate
53 Skelton
et al
55 Woody piant
57 You and I
59 Expire
60 Antlered
animal
61 Declare
63 Ship channel
67 Concerning
69 At home
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HOLIDAY
CLEARANCE SALE
1988 Pont. Firebird
V-6 T-Top. Only 3.500 miles
$1 2,000.00
1986 Corvette Red Glass Root
$20,500.00
1986 Nissan 300ZX
14.000 miles
$1 4,000.00
1986 Buick Regal 2 door
$7,900.00
1986 Chrysler Lebaron
Coupe loaded
$7,300.00
1984 Monte Carlo
V-6 1-Top
$6,000.00
1983 Olds Cutlass
V -b, Top
$5,300.00
1985 Chrysler 5th Ave.
$8,500.00
1984 Cad. Eldorado Biarritz
Bose SterPo
$12,000.00
1983 Cad. Coupe DeVille
$7,100.00
1984 Olds Omega
4 door Brougham
$4,300.00
1984 Olds Cutlass Cierra
$5,300.00
1983 Olds Toronado Brough
am $7,100.00
1986 Toyota Corolla LE
.•(Jto air
$6,800.00
1986 VW Jetta
(Jo u'

25% on Storewlde

30

46
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se

se

29
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35

39
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54

28

34

44
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21

24
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13
16
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1985 Mazda GLC
') speed, air. stereo
1985 Plymouth Voyager
49.000 miles
1986 Nissan King Cab 4x4
1986 Ford Bronco II 4x4
1985 GMC Jimmy
1984 GMC Pickup 4x4
1983 GMC Pickup 4x4
This week, buy any item from the Lee' Junk on Jeans line and you'll get a frPi liir.
on Jeans paint kit. Plus lots of other junk to put on your jeans like snaps, rivets bee
and buttons Junk on Jeans are available in boys sizes RAC and girls

DEAR MAD: Consider thy
possibility that your friend is
bending over backward so he
can't be accused of showing
favoritism to his best friend's
wife. Your wife is right. Lighten
up.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

59

Buy these jeans
before they
get marked up.

thy
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Lingering Death
Leaves Widow a
Legacy of Guilt

Deau

•

he

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 16,
1988

Low Financing Available

$7,000.00
$3,800.00
$7,800.00
$7,600.00
$9,800.00
$6,500.00
$7,800.00
$5,800.00

No Gimmicks, No

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER DODGE
12th St.

753-7114

Hassles

FRIDAY, DECZM BEIt 10, Ism

CLASSIFIEDS

Wray Ledger & Times
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FIND
IT
FAST
in the
classified

GLASS Work for car,
home and business
Auto glass, plate glass,
window glass, tempered
safety glass, mirrors,
frame and beveled
edge. Plus storm window and patio door
replacement, store
fronts and store fixtures, display cases,
racks and shelving. All
at M & G Complete
Glass, Dixieland Cen
ter, Phone 753-0180

the green door
Dixieland Center
Unique Gifts
for Everyone
on Your List
Place Your Order
Now for a
CHRISTMAS BASKET
Or our
KENTUCKY BASKET

753-7972

753.1916

puts you in the
Classifieds

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65
If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates, Please Call Us Immediately For A Price Quote.
We Represent 7"A" And "A +"
Rated Insurance Companies. If You
Are In Average Health For Your
Age, We May Be Able To Save You
Several Hundred Dollars Per Year.

CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 26th Year Of Service-

GLIDDEN Latex wall
paint, 5 gal. can $29.99.
Get at Black's Decorat
ing Center, 701 S. 4th
St., Murray.
LADIES in -Orient seek
correspondence w/
single gentlemen. The
Friendship Office, Box
5248 Stn A, Calgary
Alberta, Canada
T2H1X6.
LYNDA'S PRETTY
PUNCH Embroidery Sweatshirts! Lynda
Ward, 2 miles west of
Hazel on State Line
Road 893. 500 patterns,
glue, guaranteed
needles. Free pattern
With each visit. Free
catalog with purchase
of kit. Taking custom
orders. Sweatshirts
sizes S-XXXLarge: 545•5. Children's sizes 2-16:
$3. Phone 492-8580.
SANTA suit rentals!
759-4073.

COUNTRY Jean's is
ready for Santa! Are
you? Buy that special
someone jeans and SWEATER Sale- 1 table
sweatshirts! Name long sleeve, $10 each. 1
brand jeans: Lee, Jor
table sweater vests, $10
dache, Levi, Lawman, each. Solid white sweat
Zena, Southern shirts, $6 each or 2 for
Bluegrass, Manisha, $10. Scarfs, $1 each or 3
Jou Jou. Sweatshirts by for $2. Nursing bras $5.
Camp Beverly Hills, Excuisite form bras up
Whisper, Alfredo, Big to size 48, 20% off. All
Apple Connections, Christmas decorated
South and many more. clothes 40% off. San
Handmade rag jackets. Souci robes, long and
Just received new short, 30% off. Maternity
shipment of men's clothes 20% off. We carry
Levis and Jordache dresses sizes 1-54. Also
jeans. Open by appoin- skirts, blouses and
tment. Regular hours: slacks in regular and
Fri. 4p.m. 6p.m. Sat. plus sizes. Jo -Ann
10a.m.-4p.m. 5 miles 94 Varieties on the square.
East. 759 1062.
753-9569.

Charlie Warren
Brick
Contractor
Can now be
reached at
436-2720

SANTA'S
HELPERS
436-5355
Professional Chimney
Cleaner
Offering Fire BOY Repair,
Damper Installation.
Custom Hoods and Bird
Screens
Senior Citizens Discount
24 Hour Answering Service

20% OFF
Everything
In Stock!

Hot
Fashion
Jewelry
641 North
Carpet'

Next to Joe Sm.th s

Sales Now
Till Christmas!
Open 10 a.m -6 p.m,
Mon.-Sat.

PEANUTS
IT 15 ?Uil-IAT
PIP 'fOU
BUY ME?

"Mu VONT BUY PRE5ENT5 FOR
E
6445 ON BEETI4OVEN5 BIRT1-IPAY

WHAT
A WASTE'

Lynn Grove
Gifts & Collectibles

Christmas Sale
15%40% off
Entire Stock
Fresh cut holly atortieble

Closed for Holidays
Starting Dec 2(
6 mi W of Murray
on Hwy 94 w
435-4202

MENNONITE Bake
Sale at Flippens
Hillbilly Barn every
Sat. 9a.m.-4: 30p.m.
Place Christmas orders. Grandma Miller's
Country Bakin'. Ph.
901 782 3.4)2

Annual Sale

Hitching Post
Gifts
Aurora, Ky.

Storewide
Discounts
up to

50%

474-2266
.;tosed Monday & Tuesday

TIS the season to lei
Pam's Cake Hut handle
all your holiday baking
festivities. With many
varieties to choose
Italian Cream,
from
Carrot or Jam Cake are
always a favorite. So
decorate your holiday
table with a sheet cake
full of Christmas colors
for $9.25 or fresh
coconut for $10 For
quality to be re
membered call 759-4492.
Happy Holidays from
Pam's.
TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included.
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick-up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759-9246.
E clean your rings,
free. We discount
jewelry, every day. We
buy old gold. We sell for
less, we guarantee it.
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold. If we
don't have what you
want we will get it for
you. Gold Nugget, 106
E. South Street,
Mayfield, Ky., Phone
502 247 6762

Charles Frace
Prints
Freedom.
Red Rascal,
On Watch,
Koala. Jaguar

-Many MoreAlso complete Frace
mini prints set
After 4:30
753-7419

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 18?
Unless still in
School or College,
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199
"free local claim service"

LEATHER Snakeskin
Come see our new line
of all leather billfolds at
iust $5. Leather vests,
purses, key chains,
belts, belt buckles. Will
engrave your name on
leather belts. Snakeskin
(Python, Rattlesnake)
buckles, hats, belts,
billfolds. Shop early for
great savings on
Christmas gifts. Also
have Serape blankets
and Jerga shirts. Ward
Leather, 2 miles west of
Hazel on State Line
Road 893. 492-8580.
MAXINE'S China Cupboard and Porcelain by
M.J.'s would like to
invite you to shop with
them for those special
gifts of hand painted
china and porcelain
creations of many col
lectable items and
Christmas decorations
5 miles South on 121
from Courthouse then 2
miles left on blacktop.
Watch for signs. Open
12-8 December 8th
through 24th.

BABYSITTER needed
Monday- Friday
8a.m..5p.m. at my home
for 3 month old. Start in
January. 753-0509.
FEMALE restauranf
help needed immediately. Must be 21.
Apply at Big Apple
Cafe, Puryear, Tn. or
cal 1-901.247-5798.
NOUSEKEEPER Permanent position 4
days per week, uniforms furnished. Applicants must be conscientious and self•
motivated. Salary
based on qualifications
and experience. Re
ferences required. Re
spond to: P.O. Box 402,
Murray, KY 42071.
NEED a lob. 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council- JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753-9378 between 8:3012:00 5 days a week.
NEED babysitter for 1S
month old boy. Monday
Friday, 8a.m.-5p.m.
Call 753-2820.
RESPONSIBLE person
needed to live with
elderly female and help
with activities of daily
living. Interested individuals should call
759-9202 before 5p.m

Borklino
Furniture Gallery
Now Open A!

Shoppers Mall
„Wiggins Furn.
Mem,
Step 2 ills le
NILS UI
eaten 11 PIO Vigra Crieterr
ISJ-4544

OPEN EVERYDAY
Mon. thru Sat.
9 to 5; Sun. 12 to 5
Nov. 25 thru Dec. 24

6. Help

Help Wanted

Wanted

ADULT Day Care/
Activities Coordinator.
Part-time position for
creative individual ex
perienced in organizing
and implementing pro
grams for the elderly.
Demonstrated verbal
and written corn
munication skills
necessary. Must be able
to insure program
compliance with state
regulations Send re
sume to: Glada Dodd,
Administrator, Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Dr
Murray, Kentucky
EOE.
ATTENTION:
salespeople needed.
Money excellent. 436
2582, ask for Donnie.

Wanted
CHILD care in my
home, Kirksey area
489-2752.
CHRISTIAN lady will
do housecleaning. Re
ferences available. 492
8899
CHRISTIAN mother
has an opening for a
full-time child 2 years
Days only
and up
759 9896_
CHRISTIAN mother
available for child care
over the holidays.
Flexible hours. Call
759-1190.
SINGLE mature lady to
live-in. For more information call 759:1577
or 7531551

9. Situation

10. Business Opportunity
FOR Sale Small sUbfranchise business. If
you would like to own
your own business, now
is the time. New
changes are being made
come first of the year
that will mean a business boom. For additional information
respond to: P.O. Box
115, Hazel, KY 42049.

SAM Tanksley Truck
Inc. is now hiring
experienced 0.T.R
drivers. We need
1st/2nd and team
drivers. Excellent ben
efits and weekly
paychecks. Call today
6 0 6 - 5 2 5 - 4 1 4 4 or
1 -800-527-TEAM. Sub
ject to drug screen.
EOE.
SECURITY officer:
Part-time employment
in Murray area. Retired
military encouraged to
apply. No experience
necessary. Apply in
person: 58 Murray
Guard Dr., Jackson, Tn
668-3121. EOE.
TEXAS REFINERY
CORP. needs mature
person now in Murray
area. Regardless of
training, write L.E.
Pate, Box 711, Ft.
Worth, Tx. 76101.

Owen
Food
Market

16. Home Furnishings
JENNY Linn baby fur
niture. Complete 4 piece
set, includes all pads
and comforters. $350
firm, extra nice. 759
1019 after 5p.m.
MAPLE dining table
and 4 chairs. Twin
mattress and springs
753-4799.
SPECIAL Savings for
Christmas! Save on all
recliners and easy
chairs. Bedroom and
living room groups
greatly reduced Save
on all bedding,
Carraway Furniture,
105 North 3rd Street,
753 1502

Water Damage on
Some of

Woodcrafters
Stock.
•TRAVEL AGENT
•TOUR GUIDE
• AIRLINE
RESERVATIONIST
Stan Locally, Full timelpert
time. Train on lire airline
computers. Horne Study
and Resident Training
Nat'l. headquaters,
Pompano Bch., FL.
•FINANCIAL AID
AVAILABLE
•JOB PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE

3 Kings and
3 Queens
Req

17. Vacuum

You were always there when we needed you.
You were a good, honest and loving man.
You tried to teach us the right thing to do,
To be kind and fair to our fellow man
You taught us the important things!
Thrthings that made life worth living,
To stand proud and never give up.
The joy of sharing and giving.

a le

You shared so much of your life with us
For us you'd go that extra mile,
And when we felt like we couldn't go on,
You brightened our day with your smile.
You were a very thankful man.
You knew God had blessed your life
He gave you grandchildren and great

jr11 GOV?

grandchildren.
And three wonderful sons and a wife
But now you've gone to a better place
To a place where you'll suffer no more
To a place where you'll feel no more pain
To your place beside the Lord

BUT l-4E
JUST
CHECKED
OUT A
FLAME
THROWER

We miss you, Grandpa,
And it's so hard to say good-bye.
But we still have your memories,
And as long as we live, you'll never die
In Loving Memory
of Roy Bynum
4ne P•••••• $•••••••

Wawa nye •••••••

THE Courier Journal
needs a daily and
Sunday newspaper
carrier in Murray Es
timated gross profit,
S400 per month Cash
bond and automobile
required Call 1-800 292
6568, leave name, phone
number and make of
car.
TRACTOR mechanic
.and small engine
mechanic needed. Ex
perience pretered.
Reply to: P.O. Box 1415,
Murray, Ky.
WANT D: Reliable
full-time or part-time
kitchen worker. No
Sunday work. APPIT
any day 3p.m -4p.m. at
Seven Seas Restaurant,
Hwy 641 North, Murray.
Secretary/
WANTED
Receptionist/
Bookkeeper for local
property and casualty
'insurance agnecy Good
office skills a must
Insurance background
helpful, but will train
right person. Salary
commensurate with
experience. Send re
sume in confidence to .
P 0 Box 1327, Murray

A ccepting
Applications
For Nurses Aides
All shifts. Flexible
working hours and
beginning salary at
$3.50 per hour. Full
are
scholarships
awarded annually to
CMA school and LPN
school for those
employees interested
in a career in longterm core.
Apply at
Woo 1/Iov•
Nursing Hoot*
14O1 South 16th If.
Murray, Ky.
FCAIM

Cleaners

20. Sports Equipment

A.c.T TRAVEL SCHOOL

XERCISE bike: Sears
747, ergometer, timer,
rowing handles, etc.,
assembled, $125 762
6628 after 5p.m.

(Accredited Alsmbsr NNSC,

22. Musical

TRAIN

TO BE A
PRoFESSon,A
.SECRETARY
•SECIRECEPTIONist
•EXECIMVE SECRETAR
;ekatea secceter,a, sees .
1 10r
,
SIIKry and Fles•Jent Trarsog
•610marles •CW•Anc

*FINANCIAL NO A VAIL ABLE
*JOB PLACEMENT &MST MICE

'BUNDY alto sax: UM,
good condition. 759-4807.
BUNDY trumpet for
sale Very good condi
tion. Call 753390) after
5p.m. Reasonably
priced.
24. Miscellaneous

1-800-327-7728
THE HART SCHOOL

FACE BRICK
1,000
$133"Por
_

,,be

's
jn1•40

Mortar'S"Per Sag

Puryear Brick
'J

INSTRUCTION
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

•NI0141••••••09

5

nooded.
•DOT Corllacmion
•INAI pon-eirn•
arrow;
•Wsoserant Pass
•Flninemi •10
Arall•ble

ALLIANCE
TRACTOR-TULIP
TEUJNING CENTERS
LESANOR
C. Tell Free

Murray, Ky

In Memory

699

RAINBOW vacuum
cleaner and accesories.
753 7530 after 3p.m.

1-800-327-7728

P*
1/

Appiy in person

ILLISSA wedding gown
and headpiece, as seen
in Modern Bride maga
zine. Extensive bead
ing. Best price. 762,6628.
SOLO chain saws for
rent $25 a day and up. 2
Locations: Boom Boom
Fireworks, Hwy 641
south of Hazel; and
Paris Landing, Hwy 119
across from Hickory
Hills Resort.

11. Instruction

WANTED: Super
intendent/ Project
Manager with strong
background in rough
and finished carpentry.
10 years experience
required. Call 753-1678
or 489 2269

Experienced
Meat Cutter
Needed

15. Articles for Sale

Want to Buy
14
15mm CAMERA and
electric dog training
collar 753 4981
FRAME mounted
trailer hitch for pick up
truck, class 3 759 4905
WANT to buy Raw
Furs Stanley Owen
McClellan, Pulaski, IL
618 342 6316
15

Articles for

Sale

1 PROM dresses size 9,
11 and 13 One pair of
roller skates size 7
759 1322 after 4p.m
ANTIQUES, col
lectables, salvage and
junk of all types. Paris
Landing Country Store,
Hwy 119 just off 79 at
Paris Landing Open 7
days, 8a m. Dark
Phone 901 642-8119.
BASEBALL card sets
1988 Donruss, Togas.
Fleer and Score sets.
$20 each 753 0321
EXCELLENT Chrisl
mas gift. Standard size
pool table, good condi
tion, $175 759 1509 or
759-9800.
Sharp
Po R sale
copiers and fax
machines Demo 'units
also available Call
1 800 NB 1319, Benton,
Ky
'HOSPITAL bed Call
753 5402
LIVING room suite,
antique piano Both in
good condition 2 well
pullys and shallow well
pump and tank, electric
lawn mower and cord.
753 4523.
NECKLACE and
earrings: 1 1/2 carat
oval, ruby in each
circled with diamonds
Have gemologist ap
praisal 18 carat 489
2440
SACHS Dolmar chain
saws, Model 111 with 3.1
cubic inches, 18" bar,
electronic ignition, adiustable automatic
chain oiling. 02M anti
vibration, 299 95
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
Center. Industrial
Road. 759 Mt

Puryear, TN
247-3232
35 GALLON barrels for
sale Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial
Road, 759 9831
ANTIQUE jewelry, in
cluding Victorian
bangle braclets, rings,
lockets, watch chains,
pins and so forth. Ideal
for Christmas gifts, Call
Charlotte Terrell 1 247
5915.
FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD for sale
Red oak seasoned or
green $25 dumped, $30
stacked 436 5430
FIREWOOD for Sale
Free
Tree removal
estimate 436 2562. 436
2758

GO carts, go carts, go
carts! 5 HP single and
double seats. Keith's
Lawn & Tractor Center,
Industrial Road. Call
759-9831.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery
Acree Portable
Buildings. Mayfield,
Ky 502 247 7831.
ORDER Nowt Christ
mas trees wholesale
(5021247 7831
SEASONED firewood
436 2744
SEASONED firewood,
U haul
$70 a rick
492 8254 after 5 30p m
'THE Gold Nugget
Gold Diamonds Black
Discount
Hills Gold
iewerlry every day We
buy old gold If we don't
have what you want, we
will get it •Free ring
cleaning We sell for
Guaranteed.
less
Special orders avails
ble, Southside Court
Square, Mayfield, Ky
747 6762
Buyers of
WANTED
timber of all kinds.
McKnight & Sons
Sawmill, Poor Farm
Rd 753 5305 or nights
753 7528
WATER heaters, elec
tric, 40 gallon, double
heating elements, 5
years, glass lined tank,
$119 99 Wallin Hard
ware, Downtown Paris,
Tn
WE service all brands
of kerosene heaters and
carry a full line of parts
Keith's Lawn & Tr&
tor, Industrial Road,
759 9831

14x
bea
lot
larg
tric
tral
wat
ces
horn
is
Call
or 7
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24. Miscellaneous
27 Mobile Homes for Sale
32 Apts for Rent
38 Pets-Supplies
49
WICKER
Used Cars
49
1988 1-4x70, 2 BED
Used Cars
53 Services Offered
guns, 1977 Cordoba ROO
53 Services Offer
M, 2 bath, all DUPLEX . quiet re• WESTIES Champion 1978
ed
53 Services Offered
DA
$700; 1967 Mustang; electr
TSU
N
Nee
51 CI
d An Extra Car
ic, CA & CH, wall sidential area, near line AKC, satis
ALL
types of electrical APPLIANCE REPA
wago
n:
facti
new
on
1974 3/4 Ford pick up to wall
exha
ust
IR. WET BASEMENT? We
For A Few Days?
carpet, blinds university and services. guarantee. $300work. Quality work at a We Service:
5600. system, tires, clutch,
$750; Alaskian Mal
dis- make wet basements
and curtains, GE Singles preferred, $250. 759-4556.
price
you can afford. 24 hwashers, dispo
Rent From Gene At
recently tuned up. Must
amute puppies; Poodle stove/ refriger
sals, dry. Work completely
753-8096.
ator
hour service. 489 2774.
WRINKLED puppies drive to appreciate,
ranges, ovens, re- guaranteed.
puppies; 1976 Chevy D/W, under
DWAIN TAYLOR
Call or
pinned and FOR Rent New Duplex for Chris
ANY type of hauling frigerators,
only $1,095 759 9868
tmas! Cham
van $2,100, 15' boat. winterized, 9x12
washers & write Morgan Con
deck. at 1005B Northwood
CHEVROLET, INC
gravel, mulch, etc
pion line of Chinese 1978 TOYOTA . M/H,
dryers. Service on most struction Co.
753-6438.
Drive, Murray. 2 beRt. 2, Box
By appointment 759
753 0467
Shar Pei: 2 males, 1 excellent condition, 65,
makes and models
502 753 2617
WOOD for sale oak and 4417 after 5p.m.
409A, Paducah, Ky
drooms, garage with
APPLIANCE SER
female. Stud service 000 miles, $3,600 753G.E.
facto
ry
hickory, $25 a rick.
42001 or call 1-442-7026
trained
electric opener, ap
available. 502-247 8834.
VICE. Kenmore, The Appliance
6726.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
759-9313 after 5p.m.
Works,
pliances furnished, gas
1988 WHITE Cougar Wes
tin
Dr.
1979
gho
55
Rob
use
Feed and Seed
IMPA
,
LA:
Mason Rd ,
PS, PB, XR 7,
14x70, 3 BEDROOM, 1 heat. Phone 527 9192
cruise, good work car, miles loaded, 17,000 Whirlpool. 26 years Hwy 783, 753 2455.
GOOD
quality, fail cuf
bath, refrigerator, (Benton).
492
8783 or 753
experience. Parts and WILL do plumb
$350. 489-2150.
4 1 . Public Sales
ing in
FACE BRICK
fescue and clover baled
stove, gas heat with LARGE 2 bedroom
8555
servi
ce.
Bobb
y
Hoppe
stalla
1982
r,
tion
CHEVROLET 5& repairs. All hay $1 75 per bale
*rico. Start At
deck on front of trailer. duplex in Northwood,
10: 6 cylinder, 4 speed, GOVERNMENT 753-4872 or 436-5848.
guaranteed Free es- 753 8673.
Nice shady lot on 121 in 5315/ month. 759 4406.
SEIZED Vehicles from ARE you sore,
timat
stiff
air,
or
es.
tilt, AM-FM, sliding $100.
Phone 492 8899
Coldwater.
References LIKE new 2 bedroom
Fords. Mercedes. ache all over? Call
sale
back glass, red and
a or 753 1308.
required. No children or duplex apartment
51 25 per bale
Corvettes, Chevys. professional mass
Call
whi
euse
te,
WILL do roofing, 753 8848 before 8p
partially Surpl
pets. Call after 5p.m. central heat and air,
us. Buyers Guide. 5 years experience.
m
customized, 84,000
plumb
ing,
489-2376.
paint
dishwasher, disposal,
ing,
VOWELL &
&
(1) 805 687 6000 Ext. Appointment only. Free
miles. 753-6063.
yard work_ Call 753 4370 56 Free Column
/ BEDROOM, 2 bath, refrigerator, stove,
S-8155.
first visit. Call 474 8872 or
1982 OLDSMOBILE
p.
436-5895.
14x65, 3 miles from microwave, Westwood
SMALL white puppy 7
RARE
after
5p.m.
1965
Dodg
e
Danf
Delta 88 Royale: local 1
YARD man, will do odd months old,
Murray. 753-9872, 759- subdivision, $335, lease
GT:
air,
has had all
CUST
power
OM
Door
steer
owner
Shop in lobs. Also wood
, very clean. 759
9921.
and deposit required
for sale
shots, good with chit
mg, sharp, 81,000 miles. operation at TUCK'S,
9936 after 5p.m.
Call
Keith
759
1 BEDROOM, 1 1/1 759-1503.
1674
dren 753 4523
1982 REGAL Somerset Can be seen at 207 Hwy 45, 1 mile south of
26. TV -Radio
miles east on 94. $150 MUR-Cal apts. Nor
Woodlawn or call 753
Martin. 901-587 3000.
Limit
ed,
fully
thwoo
loade
mont
d
d,
Dr.
h,
1, 2 or 3 BR.
$150 deposit.
/5 COLOR console TV
DUNAWAY S Painting ,
AM/FM cassette, vel- 8361.
Now renting. Equal
in solid oak cabinet. 753-9948 after 5p.m.
interior, exterior, reAsk for Paul
our
inter
ior,
shar
Hous
p.
ing
Oppo
SMALL 2 bedroom trailer
rtunity
Best offer. 762 6628.
sidential, commercial.
753-05
09
or
759-15
Furni
43.
ture,
759-49
cloth
84.
1IS
ing,
for 2 adults of small child
753-6951, if no answer,
1982 Z-28 CAMARO,
TAKING applications
489 2484.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
misc., household
753-23
32.
Ask
for Mike.
power windows, power
for Section 8. Rent
CUSTOM KITCHEN CARINFS
items.
FENCE sales at Sears
NORTHERN Built 29. Heating and
door locks, power
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
Cooling
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
now
Call
14x70 mobile home on
Sears 753 2310
steer
ing,
1-top
s,
BR.
power
Apply Hilldale
All Types Of
for free estimate for
beautiful 1 acre shaded 17,000 BTU KeroSun Apts
hatc
h.
51,00
0
mile
s,
., Hardin, Ky.
your needs.
lot south of town Has heater, 1 year old, Equ
excel
Cus
lent
tom
Woodworking
condi
tion,
$5,
al Housing
seldom used, $90 489
FOR most any type
large garage with elec
500. 753-8630.
Opportunity.
2752
driv
tric door opener, cen
eway white rock
1983 BLACK Cutlass
also, any type gravel,
tral heat and air, on city ASHLEY wood heater, 34. Houses for Rent
Supreme- Brougham
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
bur
ns
20"
dirt
and sand call Roger
water, and all applianwood
Rain or Shine
power brakes and steer'Drop by 8, see our showroom
1
BED
ROO
474
2379
M
house
on
Huds
ces are included. This
on, 753 4545 or
ing, air and cruise, excel
Sat., Dec. 17th
Coll
ege
Farm
Road
.
753-6763.
home is a must see, and
lent condition. 753-7307 or
8 a.m.-?
$130 a month plus
is in excellent condition. 30. Business Rentals
GENERAL repair ,
753-8254.
121 By-pass Storage
Call 492-85.43 after 6p.m. BOOTHS for rent af deposit. 753-8543 or 753
Carpentry, plumbing,
1983 MONTE Carlo:
1824.
or 753-1362 days.
behind Miller's Log Cabin
Country Pleasures An
roofing, yard and tree
original paint, new
BED
2
ROO
M
bric
k,
tiques & Collectibles
work, wood- $25 a rick.
tires, V-8, tilt, cruise,
Baby bed, playpen, car
Hwy 121 between Colnew location at South
Call 436-2642.
locks, extra nice. Call
seat, coffee table, end
dwa
ter
and
Far4th & Maple beginning
GUTTERING by Sears.
after 4p.m. 753-14/2 or
tables, professional chair
Mobile Home
mington. $250 a month.
Janurary 1. Call now to
Sears continuous gut
753-4823.
hairdr
yers.
drape
OF
s.
MURR
Depos
picit
AY,
and
INC.
refer
ences
reserve your space.
Parts & Service
ters installed for your
tures, B&W t v
required
NO PETS
Limited number of
specifications. Call
Custom Built Decks
515 S. 12th
489-24
40.
booths available. Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
Doors ana Knobs
Now it's
Murray, Ky. 42071
1 BEDROOM house,
after 5p.m. 753-5145.
estimate.
884.95 and Up
$200 a month plus 43.Real Esta
HAMILTON Cultured
te
(502)753-4961
Exterior Windows
deposit. References. No
32. Apts for Rent
marble and tile. 643 Old
FOR Sale: Good rental
Toll Free eoc. ,2,3.29
Bronze Storrn
pets inside. 492-8360.
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
1 BEDROOM apart
property, four apartFOR
Lease: Small,
T-Loc Vinyl Skirting
ment near university:
INSULATION blown in
ments, 1 block from
5 0 . Used Trucks
$165 a month, gas heat, clean, 2 bedroom house campus. $42,000,
Kool Sealed
by Sears. TVA apcall
in
count
ry, $185. Stove,
1964 CHEVY pick up, proved. Save
no pets. 489-2244.
"Factory Experience
on those
refrigerator, washer 753-1203.
red, new brakes, new
high heating and cool1 BEDROOM apartBuilding 1 Servicing
IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR THE BEST...
ROP
PER
UD
Real
ty
and
dryer. No inside
350 engine, chrome, ing bills. Call
ment near downtown
Mobil. Homes."
Sear
s
Highl
pets. References. 489- offers a complete range
ighted by a showplace greatroorr
New & Used
rocket wheels, Eagle 753- 2310 for
Murray. 753-4109.
.s
of Real Estate services
free
• atton• 15021492-8488 •
2741 after 5p.m.
tires. Also, 1979 green estimate.
GM Executives &
4 bedroom home has all the
/ BEDROOM, all apwith
a
wide
select
quality and
ion
of
HOUSE, 3 bedrooms,
Dats
un
stat
ionw
agon
INVI
Progr
TE
am Vehicles
Santa Claus to
pliances, close to col
Miller
amenities you want Nestled on 5
very nice. 1 and 2 quality homes, all
with some engine prowooded
your Christmas party!
lege. 753 4478 or
Gas and Electric
bedroom apartments prices. 753-1222, toll free
001-042-3900
blems. 753 5363 or 753lots
in Sherwood Forest. its a must
Santa
Claus for rent.
Furnaces
753-0718.
1
-800251
-HO
ME
to see
Ext.
near university. Fur7920.
Hwy. 70 W. - Paris
Call after 5p.m.
400 B T
DUPLEX. 2 bedrooms,
$3215**
nished. Daytime 753- 711L for courteous,
1976 FORD F-600. 1974 437-4373.
competent Real Estate
stove, refrigerator, no
200 BTU
$348**
6111, nightime 753-0606.
Chevrolet C-65. 753-5596.
DUNCAN S landscappets. 5300/ month plus
service. We make buyBOO B T
$31315"
BEDR
1
OOM, gas heat, ing & selling Real 1984 BUICK, 4 door, VS. 1982 FORD pick-up, like ing and lawn service
deposit. 1802 1/2 Mon
load
ed,
new
58,00
0
cond
miles
711 Main St. Murray Ky.
itio
newly
.
n.
decorated, $300 a Estate easy for you.
Call provided for the Murray
roe Ave. 753-5400 or
1502) 753-1222
1980 Chevy pick up. 1979 after 5p.m. 753-7323.
month. References and LOT for salearea. For free es502-527-7382 after 5p.m.
single GMC pick-up. 1977
Ford 1984 F600 FORD aerial timates phone 753-3266.
deposit. No pets. 753- family dwelling,
re - van. 121 Auto
Truck bucket truck: new rub- LICENSED Electri
2376.
sir i c ted, joins
Specialties, 759 9924. ber on the rear, fair
on cian, Doug Jones Elec
LARGE 3 bedroom Gatesborough, water,
Specialists in the front, works
40' tric. Residential wiring
house, furnished or sewer and gas. 753-5541.
mecha
nical
pole,
repai
r.
excel
lent condi- and electrical and elec
unfurnished, in Aurora,
1984 OLD
Cutlass tion. 345-2561.
tric motor repairs. No
Ky. Call 502.351-6075 for 44. Lots for Sale
Supr
eme
1
9
8
Brougham:
4 JEEP Grand rewinding. Call
10 a.m. til 2
more information.
SHADY lot in Sherwood
PW, PB, P -locks, Wagoneer, loaded, V•8
759-4751.
Forest. All Services.
cruise, tilt, 40,000 miles. excellent condition. LICENSED
37. Livestock-Supplies
759-9268
electrician,
492-8989.
Average retail $10,200., residential and
corn
) REGISTERED
1984
askin
g $8,900. Call 753TEMPO, low
mercial. Air condition
American saddlebred 45. Farms for Sale
7307.
mileage. 1983 Subaru
ing. Sales and service.
stallions. S450 each or '79 SURVEYED wooded
high mileage. 753730-4.
1985 C1ERA Classic Gas installation and
$800 for both. Call acres near Kentucky
GMC 1/2 ton pick up, repair for natural and
759-9660 after 6p.m.
Lake, good road front- 1985 AUDI 5000-S turbo,
excellent condition. 489 red and silver, all
LP. Fred's Repair 753NICE Quartermare. age, very reasonable
power, AM FM cass
7203.
Also 14' stock trailor, 6' price, $24,000. Phone 2715
ette,
sliding window, L&L Roofing & General
wide, good condition. Kopperud Realty 753- 1985 BUICK Century tilt,
cruise, and many
Repair. Also, gutter
Limited: 4 door, 4
1222.
489-2559 after 6p.m.
extra
s with tool box and
repair and painting.
cylinder, power, cass
SIMMENTAL and
rails.
Excellent condi
Free estimates. 10%
ette stereo, loaded,
Simbrah bulls. Per 46. Homes for Sale
- 50 lb. bogs
lion, low mileage. 753discount for Senior
formance & semen
BEDROOM house. excellent condition. Call 5940 day or night.
citize
ns.
474-80
57.
753-96
24
after
5p.m.
tested. Excellent qual Would consider rent to
1987 CHEVROLET MOBILE HO
ME
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, sale agreement. Owner 1985 PONTIAC Parisian Custo
m Deluxe 10, $7, Specialist repair,
financed at fixed 10.5%- wagon: interior and 900. 1
Ky. 522 7630.
owne
r
level
picking,
up.
under
pinni
ng,
$30,000. 5 miles west on exterior in excellent 759-1777 after
4p.M.
set-ups, tear -downs,
38. Pets-Supplies
121. Also 2 bedroom condition, all power, 1987
GMC
roofs,
S-15:
floors
,
Solid
plumb
ing,
3 FULL blooded Beagle apartment for rent on 94 AM -FM radio, high red, lowered, aluminum wiring, was
hing,
pups 6 months old, $25, East, $185 per month, miles, $4,995 After wheels, V-6,
automatic, hurricane straps 759
mother and father both available December 21. 5p.m. 759 1850.
18,000 miles, tilt, cruise, 4850.
good runners. 436,2348 Call 753 8848 before 1986 CUTLASS Ciera carpet floor, A/C,
PLUMBING repairman
AM
8p.m.
Brougham
after 5p.m.
fully FM radio, tinted winvith same day service.
AKC registered Black 1 BEDROOM Kentucky loaded, 20,000 actual dows, louvers, excellent
all 759-4850
miles
Lake
,
white
home
with
near
Labs
dark condition. Call 753-7387.
Pine
Males and
PROFESSIONAL
females $125. Ready by Crest Resort. Quiet and blue interior, dark blue MUST sell
. 198S Pain
Christmas. 753 5783 private setting, for sale simulated convertable Chevrolet Astro
ting Contractor
mini
roof, extra sharp 759or lease. Owner financ
after 6p.m.
cargo van. Automatic, Brighten up your home.
AKC registered Golden ing, low down payment 1543 or 753-0509.
air. Reduced to $3,475. Call now to book your
top notch Quality Pain
Retriever puppies. Also and low monthy 1987 CUTLASS Ciera 759 9698,
Brougham 4 door, MFI
ter who has years
1 male Fiest puppy. payments
(502)44 5647.
V 6, all power, 15,XXX 51
experience in 1-2 3 story
9 0 1
Campers
2 3 2
8 3 1 6
1 BEDROOM home in miles, charcoal 759
(Buchanan).
1983 TOYOTA homes and businesses,
count
ry.
2
extra sleep
1125.
REES1731715arr
1 77
Sunraider motor home, has all tools and
ow
4th & Chestnut
equipment. No
753-3808
puppies, 5100. Pekapoos ing rooms upstairs, 1988 JEEP Comanche 34,000 miles, 1 owner
Pay '1,000 Down
too
, large or too lob
large
living
room and Pioneer: many extras, full galle
smal
$50 and ready for
l
y and bath, Phon
dinin
g
Will finance '17,000
room
e now 753-5192.
Central must sell, $7,500 753
Christmas! 474 8057.
roof air, engine air,
gas heat and air. 12 2571, ask for
Dennis
.„." months old, miles
sleeps four Good gas PUT in your order for a
For 12 Months at 233.69 Per Month
east
of Murray.
handsome custom made
white, fe.i3Oir
milage, priced to sell
.oving 5.50,030. Call
753-1203.
butcher block table
home only. 75.,"!"Egi.
With 13% APR
753-0822.
1 BEDROOM house in
From basic to excuisite,
SILVER shaded Pers
Hazel, carpet, very
1988 Dodge Aries
53 Services Offered
any size, height or
ian cat. Female, 18
nice Will sell for pay
shape to fit your need or
months old, registered
1987
10 YEARS Experience
Dodge Charger
off. 492.8755.
CFA_ Please call after
Will do interior and fancy. Genuine oak
1 BEDROOM, T bath,
tops
1987
Call
Old
5p m. 437 4538
s Cutlass Ciera SL
today
exterior painting, paper
Hwy. 641 North
24x24 garage, on 1 acre,
435.4142.
hang
ing,
1986
gener
al
Ford
re
Escort
approximately 5 miles
REDING and Carter's
& Diuguid Dr.
pairs and yard work
out of Murray. Call
complete mobile home
1986 Plymouth Turismo
Phon
e
753-95
45,
ask
for
7536000
after 7p.m. 437 4854
repairs service. Call
Jack Beard.
1986 Chevy Celebrity Eurosport
1 BEDROOM, 2 bath
A 1 TREE Service and 492.8806 for estimate.
with 10 acres, $60s.
•
1985 Chrysler LeBaron GTS Tur
stump removal Your FOR Sale 3 storage
bo
247 0424.
sheds like houses,
professional tree ser
1985 Buick LeSabre Limited
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath
vice. All types, remo complete electric in
home on large, in town
1984 Chrysler E-class
val, topping, feeding. every way. 2 TVs, color.
1987 Pontiac
lot. Available De
Free estimates. 50' 1 dryer. 3 lots for sale
Grand Ams
1984
cember 28 Rent $425/
Chevy Cavalier Wagon
bucket truck and chip- With complete hook-ups
month. 1 year lease
4 doors, miles in the
for mobile homes. Rare
per. Call 753-0906.
1983
Ford Crown Victoria
prefered Contact K op
30,xxx, electric winALLEN'S Tree and Doberman pinchers.
perud Realty. 753 1222.
fond
and
rust
Land
colscap
.
ing
Servi
ce
dOws,
cruise,
AKC registered. 2
MINI-VANS:
Free estimates. Haul
47
Motorcycles
stereo
ing mulch, manure, mobile homes You
BORDERS Cycle and
1987 Ford Aerostar XLT
gravel, dirt. 753 8619 or have to see to believe!
ATV Center
Call for an appointment
753 6951 after 5p m
Used
ATVs, parts, service,
8 to choose
753 2332 24 Hour 492 8806
TRUCKS:
accessories and tires
ROCKY COLSON Home
answering service.
200 North Main, Benton,
1988 Dodge D-250 3/4 Ton LWB
Repair Roofing, siding,
Ky 502 527 1680.
painting, plumbing,
1987 Dodge D-50 LWB
concrete. Free es
49
Used Cars
timates Call 171.2307 or
1987 GMC S-15 Sierra Classic
1969 PO
753 6973.
AC
good
1987 Dodge Dakota LWB
condition, low mileage,
SEWING machine rep
looks ugly, runs great.
air
1987
All makes and
Dodge D-100 LWB
$ 2 00
7 5 3 7 1 7 6 or
models, home and in
1986
Che
vy S-10 Blazer 4X4
761 2401
dustry. Call Kenneth
1970 BUICK LaSabre•
Barnhill, 753 2674,
1986 Jeep Cherokee Larado
40,000 actual miles,
Stella, Ky , Hwy. 121 N
1985 Chevy Silverodo SWB
good condition, de
Dan, Jean 8r Sandy Miller
i.JIEETROCK finishing,
pendable, $700 1974
In Stock Carpet- Stainmaster
new or repair. 436-2111.
Olds 88 • runs good, $300
Darrell, Dana &
SUREWAY Tree
i-leq '11 99
492 8254
Reg '14 251110°'
Service Topping, prunBrittany Beane
1971 VW Super Beetle
ing, tree removal. Ae•
convertible 759 9213.
In-Stock Vinyl
rial bucket truck Fully
Terry, Sheri &
1974 CAW-LT-AC: 2
insured for your protLindsey Rene Paschall 0
Starting at
door, hard top, clean
ection Stump removal
Sq yd
interior, runs good,
with no lawn damage.
needs paint. 489 2752
NEW SHIPMENT of
Free estimates
No
1III76 -unrnirr"Mr
obligations 753 5484.
Beautiful Lamps at REDUCED PRICES
WPWII•rer it taw NM wanf to Its
Call 489 2431 between
your coy of 'rues, company
TELEPHONE wiring
1 6p m
jacks installed phones
1983 7 78
moved residence and
red, 50.000
• miles. loaded 86,50
business experienced.
0.
Hwy 641 North
Call 492 9173 or 753 0327
753-666G
Call Bobby Wade 751
2220

s 1310

wgrA-r-773,7i7Fr

Multi-Family
Garage Sale
1101 Fairlane
Sat., Dec. 17
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
759-4415

Toyotas
Cost
Less
In
Murray

After
Moving Sale

* Four Star *

TOYOTA

Dan Taylor

'$

rs
r,

Nero* Oldsmobile,
Wig Inc. of
Pmis,

KOPPERUD REALTY

er

12% Calf Pellets '4.00
12% Horse Feed '4.75
12% Hog Pellets '4.40
15% Sow Pellets '5.25
15% Layer Pellets s5.00
Scratch
'4.50
Wild Bird Feed
'8.00

SUNDAY BRUNCH
BUFFET
p.m.
$55L,.$25°.

We also have Sunflower,
Dog Feed, and Rabbit
Feed, plus many more.

Home For Sale

2 bedroom,
basement style home
WI 11/2 acres
Must see to appreciate

ALWAYS IN STOCK
GUARANTEED IN EVERY WAY

SHOEMAKER FEED
& SEED, INC.

98,000

rOODLE:

Garrison
Motor Sales

Call Casey at TranSouth

759-4941

CARS:

•

0

End of the
Year Sale!

0

Happy
Holidays

$7,950

To the many customers
and friends of the
Dan Miller
Auction Company

0

53.99

JOE SMITH CARPET

2400 East Wood St., Paris,
TN
U2-5661 or 1-800-345-3821

I.

a
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Panel changes tune on forest fire policy

James Graves Burkeen
Services for James Graves
Burkeen are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. The Rev. David Brasher
and the Rev. W.A. Farmer are officiating. Mrs. Oneida White is
organist and soloist.
Active pallbearers are Elvin
Parrish, Steve Herndon, Bill Ed
Murdock, Kent Wisehart,
Franklin Roberts, Nelson Key,
Brad Cook and Gary Herndon.
Honorary pallbearers are Eddie
Clyde Hale, Edward Hale, Mickey
Overbey, Ken Darnell, Jim Kelly,
Allen Hill, Morris Luther, $pay
Sykes, Jerry Mac Burkeen, Monty
Wilson, Steve Phillips, Gene
Darnell, Marty Harper. Pete
Waldrop. Danny Warren, Dwayne

Fulkerson, ROI) McCallon, Jay
Young and Harold Shoemaker.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Burkeen, 33, Rt. 1, Almo,
died Wednesday at 5:1.5 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He hat' been injured in
an accident earlier that day.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Anita Chaney Burkeen; his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles M.
Burkeen, Rt. 3, Murray; his
maternal great-grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Hollin Jones, Rt. 1,
Hazel; his parents-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Chaney, Rt. 6, Murray; an uncle and aunt, Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Nance, Murray.

Robert C. Scherrer
Robert C. Scherrer, 73, of
Lecanto, Fla. sister of Mrs. Vesta
Bickerton of Murray, died today at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Born April 28, 1915, at Fort
Wayne, Ind., he was the son of the
late Henry Scherrer and Mary
Kimsey Scherrer.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Ruth M. Davis Scherrer; one
daughter, Mrs. Mary Etter,
Orangefield, Calif.; one son,
Douglas M. Scherrer, San Fran-

cisco, Calif.; three sisters, Mrs
Bickerton, Murray, Mrs. Virginia
Burnson, New Glarus, Wis., and
Mrs. Beulah Foltz, Chicago, Ill.;
two grandchildren, Brandi Gore,
Spokane, Wash., and Donavon
Scherrer, California.
Private services will be held at a
later date.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of
Murray is in charge of arrangements, but there will be no
visitation.

Mrs. Ressie Marie Bates
Mrs. Ressie Marie Bates, 77, Rt. Baltimore, Md., and Clifton
H.
6., Paris, Tenn., died Thursday at
Bates, Newark, Del.
Henry County Medical Center,
Also surviving are two sisters,
Paris. She was a retired
Mrs. MadeIle Moody, New Conrestaurant owner and a member
cord, and Mrs. Dave (Edna) Rottof a United Methodist Church at
man, Murray; one brother, Buford
Paducah.
0. Rowlett, Murray; an aunt, Mrs.
Born Nov. 26, 1911, in Calloway
Delma Parker, 91, Murray; nine
County, she was the daughter of stepgrandchildren; 12 stepgre
atthe late Elmer 0. Rowlett and
grandchildren.
Florene McCage McCuiston
The funeral will be Saturday at
Rowlett
a.m. in the chapel of McEvoy
11
She is survived by her husband,
Robert Stephen Bates, to whom Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. B.B.
she was married in May 1956; one James will officiate. Burial will
stepdaughter, Mrs. Shirley Ann follow in Hillcrest Cemetery,
Witt, Mt. Clemens, Mich.; four Paris.
stepsons, Robert Bates Jr. and
Friends may call at the funeral
John W. Bates Sr., Nashville, home from 1 to 6 p.m. today (FriTenn., Thomas E. Bates, day) and after 9 a.m. Saturday.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1988
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
It's a good day for new beginnings,
Once you overcome distractions,
provided you don't come on too you'll get a
lot accomplished on a
strong and alienate others. A business work project
today. Christmas
deal requires careful scrutiny. Don't shopping this
year will be marked by
act in haste.
some extra special purchases.
TAURUS
SAGTITARIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Par (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
You'll be busy catching up with
You'll be buying yourself some new
unfunshed tasks today. You may feel clothes in the coming
weeks; today,
a friend isn't being straightforward though, is not
the best time for
with you. Use time on your hands shopping.
It's safe to take the
constructively.
initiative in romance
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Both singles and man-ieds will
You have a lot to do around the
enjoy affectionate ties today. You house today. New
projects are
shouldn't
become
financially favored now. There's something
involved with a friend, though group about a new
acquaintance that you
activities are favored now.
don't quite trust. Avoid domestic
CANCER
quarrels.
(June 21 to July 22)
04E AQUARIUS
You may be disappointed in a (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
partner today Utilize extra energy
It will be an especially active time
today to further career interests. socially for you this
holiday period
Business and pleasure combine to You're very sure
of yourself now, but
your advantage this month.
some you deal with today are evasive
LEO
and non-committal.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
PISCES
wino
It may be difficult to concentrate (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
••aeaw
on a work project today. Try not to
Be careful in financial dealings
argue with an adviser. Travel may be with others now.
Don't be imposed
on your agenda. Romance picks up upon. Some of
you are busy with
for you this month
Christmas shopping today. Holiday
VIRGO
socializing will have business
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
ramifications.
Neither gamble nor become
IF BORN TODAY, you are a good
involved in a bogus business venture. money
maker, but may be
Keep your feet on the ground in inconsistent in the way
you handle
romance. You•Il be doing more your funds. Usually
, you're better at
entertaining at home this month.
managing other people's interest:.
LIBRA
than your own. You have an
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
imaginative outlook on life and can
A trip may be soon on your agenda. succeed in creative
fields. Your
You're anxious to impress another output is often ahead
of its time
today, but be careful not to come on You're
quite
sensitive
and
too strong
home matter still periodically need to keep a check on
concerns von
your temperament.
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WASHINGTON )AP - A
recommended halt to the government's "let it burn" forest fire
policy probably would be over by
the start of the Western fire season
next spring, according to the cochairman of a panel that suggested the moratorium.
The panel, in recommendations
Thursday to the secretaries of
agriculture and interior, said
there were environmental benefits
to allowing fires in national parks
and wilderness areas to burn. Experts say fire renews forests, giving new species a chance to grow,
encouraging wildlife and recycling nutrients.
But it also said that "in some
cases the social and economic effects" of allowing a forest fire to
burn "may be unacceptable."
The panel suggested a temporary halt to the "let it burn"
policy, saying the Forest Service
and the National Park Service

needed more time to refine their
fire management plans.
"My guess is that the
moratorium would be finished by
the beginning of the Western fire
season, which is the middle of
May," Charles Philpot, cochairman of the review panel, told
a news conference.
The panel was assembled last
September after the worst fire
season ever in drought-primed
Yellowstone National Park. Some
249 fires seared 706,278 acres
within the park boundaries and 40
percent as much again in nearby
national forests.
Residents in the fire vicinity
complained bitterly that the park,
tourism and the very air they
breathed were being ruined by the
failure to control the fires.
The review team was asked to
look at policies throughout the national parks and wilderness areas,
not just Yellowstone. However, it
did not consider policies in other

Psychological harm outweighs
physical damage at Chernobyl
WASHINGTON (AP) - increased cancer risk by about
Psychological harm caused by the 0.02 percent, an increase "not
Chernobyl nuclear accident is
worth losing any sleep over."
likely to outweigh the other health
"We each walk around with
effects in the general population, about a 20 percent fatal cancer
according to the author of a study risk," said Goldman. "For those
published today.
with a 0.02 percent (risk increase),
Marvin Goldman, a professor of it means that instead of a 20 perradiobiology at the University of cent risk, it is now 20.02 percent."
California, Davis, says in his study
He said natural radiation will
that the increased risk of cancer cause about 500,000 people of the 3
from exposure to airborne radia- billion now living in the northern
tion from Chernobyl is almost too hemisphere to die of cancer. The
small to be measured for the 3 risk estimate added by Chernobyl
billion people in the northern is calculated to cause an addihemisphere.
tional 17,000 deaths, he said.
But the fear caused by the
"You couldn't see a number like
disaster was immense, he said.
17,000 among the 500 million
"This was a major nuclear acci- cancer deaths," he said. "There is
dent, probably the worst you can no way that such a small increase
imagine," Goldman said in an in- could ever be demonstrated
terview. "Three billion people epidemiologically."
were terrorized."
The Chernobyl plant, in the
There was just enough general Soviet Union near the city of Kiev,
understanding of the disaster to exploded and burned on April 26,
provoke fear, but not enough to 1986. It spawned a cloud of
give reassurance, he said.
radioactive material that swept in
Goldman said the fear sprang a cloud around the globe. The
from "knowing that the stuff is most immediate effect was near
radiation, knowing that it's invisi- the plant where there were 237
ble, knowing that the major conse- cases of acute radiation sickness,
quence is cancer. The Soviets including 31 deaths.
have a word for it - they call it
Some govern-lents in Europe
radiophobia. They've had a overreacted despite the existence
tremendous problem in overcom- of detailed plans prepared in ading this."
vance, Goldman said.
The increased cancer risk pales
in comparison, he said.
"The Chernobyl accident was
equal to about three years of
Felten& Wale Market Aries Werke Derernber
background radiation to the 11001
Pt
Kentucky Purrhase
Hod Market Report
population of the northern lacklies SIlitylag StationsArea
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Hog market

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial
erage
+4.50
Goodyear
Previous (lose
2133.00
I.B.M.
Air Products
40 + 14
Ingersoll Rand
A.T.C.-Class A
28/
1
4B 28/
1
2A
Jerrie()
AT&T
MIA + 14
Kmart
Briggs & Stratton
27% -/
1
2
Kroger
Chrysler
WA
%
JCPenney
CSX Carp
31% + 1,4
Penwalt
Dean Foods
Pillsbury
20%
%
Dollar Gen. Store
8/
1
4B 8/
1
2A
Quaker Oats
Exxon
45% +
Sears
Ford
51 unc
Texaco
GAF Corp
45 .1/1
Time Inc.
General Motors
+1/,
85%
U.S.Tobacco .
GenCorp, Inc.
18% um
Wal-Mart ..
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield.
414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

At this
merry time of
the year, we
hope all the
best comes to
you! Thanks
for your loyal
patronage!
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Sat

901 Poplar
Murray. Ky.
75.3-56.30

This
Weeks
Special

o 0-

Large Bar-B-Que
Sandwich & French Fries

$2.29

Special Good Dec 12 -17

Order Your Holiday Bar-B-Oue Today

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good
Food.

TJ's Bar B-0 & Burgers

Chestnut St.

Murray

753-004

gbistmas" SPECIAL
COMPACT
MICROWAVE OVEN

Now only

48 un(
121/
1
4 +'••4
33 + 1,4
151
4B
153
/1A
351/4 •1
/
4
8% une
52/
3
4 -3
/
4
102% + 1/i
621
/
4

-1
/
4

unc
40 .14

52%

+ 1/2
ss% an('
44)1/4 + 3/8
so% unc

50%

$99
We

MONEY
Don't pay more money than necessary! Many
people are paying much too much for Medicare
Supplement Insurance. If your health is
reasonably good, you can qualify for excellent
coverage with affordable rates. If your supplement has gone up in price, call us. Find out why
so many people in Calloway County do business
with Bennett & Associates.

Bennett & Associates
Insurance Agency

Service What We Sell

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
)Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)

Hwy. 641 N
759-1505

8.0'1

PAT GOSSUM

Free Claim Service

Alpha Search

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Holiday Hours
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
8a m.-5 p.m.; Sun 1 p m.-4 p.m

Thru Dec 31st, 1988

BETTY BOSTON

753-7273

"No .., natural fires are to be
allowed until fire management
plans meet these standards," the
report said.
Plans should consider the effects of prolonged drought, fuel
moisture content and the possibility that multiple fires will tie up
fire-fighting resources, the report
said.
Another recommendation called
for the responsible agency official
to "certify in writing daily that
adequate resources are available
to ensure" that every natural fire
will be kept within boundaries set
by government authorities.

Designed with 15-minute timer
for added convenience.
•15-minute timer
•Easy-to-clean over
• 5 cubic toot oven
.Removable glass tray

HILLIARD LYONS

Alto WC)N

areas such as ordinary national
forests, where the Forest Service
tries to protect commercial
timbering operations.
The panel's report will remain
open for public comment for 60
days before any recommendations
are adopted.
The report said no fires in national parks and wilderness areas
should be allowed to burn until
government fire management
plans are improved and
strengthened.
It said actual fire management
plans often have not spelled out
when natural fires would be allowed to burn and when they would be
put out.
The agencies involved should
make sure that fire management
plans conform to departmental
policies, that employees understand the policies, that everybody
is using a common vocabulary and
that agencies have agreed
beforehand what to do if fires
threaten to move across administrative boundaries, the
report said.

To get your
Volkswagen serviced
properly, the only
tool you need ,
is a phone.

0
Labor
10% Parts
Total
20% Savings

Call us for regular maintenance or service
We are an authorized source for genuine
Volkswagen parts and service by factory
trained technicians using Volkswagen
special tools and techniques Whether you
have a new Volkswagen or an older one, our
service is available with pushbutton ease.
Or by dial,no

Hours:
Mon. thru Fri.
7:30-5:00
753-6850

Keep a great thing going
Genuine Volkswagen Parts & Service

CARROLL VW, INC.
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We wish you a Merry
We wish Cuy
a Mi.
We wish you a
And a Hapry

We can't disguise the joy
we feel at Christmas...
and it's all because of you!

Discount
Pharmacy
Olympic Plaza
Hwy. 641 N.
Murray

'H.
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Holiday
Songbook 1988

753-2380
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HARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING
Charles Wesley

CHRISTMAS*:

...To visit our annual
Holiday Rooms at all banking
locations, December 19-24.
*Santa will be at Main Office 1-4 p.m.
(Free pictures of children with Santa)
*Entertainment by elementary students
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday at 12:3
0 p.m.
*See display of Snow White & Seven
Dwarfs

Come Join Us!
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1 Bank of Murray
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become popular until after the English
traredrtititi ii I HIP Irs
Frederick Oakele. Tlw musii i usuall%
credited ii John fivadilip.
an English Iorgamst rt iuu lie,trr diming
the 1.orr half .4iii, 17111
centurs •
"
English translation by
Rev. Frederick Gakeley (1802-188(1)
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The words Wiuu Child Is Thu are sung to the old English tune
"Greensleeves" which was popular before the tory of Queen
Elisabeth It was one of the best-liked tunes of its via) and
Shakespeare mentions it twice in "The Merry Wi%es of Windsor The present words shout the Christ Child were written In William C
Dix during the reign of Queen Victoria
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Inspired by his ‘isit to the Holy Land. Phillip
s Brooks wrote this
hymn for his Sunday School Class in 1868.
He was rector of the
Church of the Huh Tr;nity in Philadelphia
at the time and asked the
organist, Lewis Redner to set it to music.
Redner says the melody
came to him in a dream on Christmas Eve
and that he barely had time
to finish the mu.ic "or the .4ervices the
next day.

Phillips Brooks

Lewis H. Redner
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Since April 14, 1902 the J.C. Penney Company has
been a part of the great American heritage. We've been
giving customers just what they want and expect—great
prices on quality merchandise, complete satisfaction and
always a, warm welcome when you enter our store.
During this holiday season, we wish to pause and thank
our many friends for their patronage throughout the year.
We sincerely hope we have helped make your holidays
a little brighter

From all of us at J.C. Penney's a very
(9/000/6/40//84 to each and every one
of you.
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At this time,
we would like to
thank all our customers
over the past five years
for their k41 patronage.
We hope each and every
one of you has the
merriest Christmas ever and
a safe and Happy New Year!
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Jan Barnett, Manager '
Terri Boggess, Asst. Manager
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To Our Friends and Customers;
Thanks for sharing our year with us!
Have a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
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warm your heart,
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We hope your joys are
many and troubles few,
A very Merry Christmas
from all of us to all of you!
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Jim Adam's

Thank you for your patronage
We look forward to serving
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